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Fire squad wants financing

Fiscal court to wait
for fire district vote
By DUANE SPURLOCK
Staff Writer
Calloway County Fiscal Court
moved its meeting Tuesday from
Judge-Executive George Weaks'
office to the old court room on the
court house second floor. The
room has gone unused since
district and circuit courts moved
to the Robert 0. Miller annex in
April.
While some of that room was occupied by visitors to yesterday's
meeting, most of the space was
taken by the long discussion and
deliberations of the squires on the
proposed fire district.
Attorney J. William Phillips filed a petition last month on behalf
of the Calloway County FireRescue Squad to set up a fire
district. At that time Phillips said
this would allow funds to be collected for the maintenance of the
volunteer squad as it is presently
operated, since the squad has no
regular source of revenue.
Under the statutes, the funds
would be raised through a tax
levied by an autonomous board of
directors.
The difficulties of.the situation
as seen by the magistrates were:
— the fire district board could
levy a tax up to 10 cents per $100
property valuation, without a
referendum. Squire Dan Miller
said, "I don't want to discredit

mostly sunny
Today mostly sunny with
highs in the mid to upper 80s.
Light south winds. Tonight
mostly fair. Lows near 70 with
light and variable winds.
Thursday mostly sunny with
highs near 90. Light south
winds.
Friday through Sunday:
Warm with little or no
precipitation. Highs will be in
the upper 80s to mid 90s. Lows
will be in the 60s to low 70s.
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YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger 1, Tuses
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 1531916 between 5:30
p.m. wW 6 p.m., MeiWay throwili Friary, or 3:30 p.m. mid 4 p.m. Saha-

these boys the fire squad i at all. I
think we need to maintain what
we've got now, but I cannot vote
for something that will create a
tax for the people of my district."
— the taxing area of the district
could cover the entire county (except the cities of Hazel and Murray, which have their own fire
departments
yet the rescue
squad as it now exists cannot adequately protect all that area
equally. The squires agreed it
would not be fair to tax a person at
the end of the county whose protection is not as great as someone
just five miles away from the
squad station.
— all control would be held by
the board of directors. The board
could impose its tax, set up the 4
squad to its own specifications or
even contract the district to some
other fire-fighting group, all
without being required to have
court approval. The court would
have only the ability to appoint
three of seven board members
and to abolish the fire district. All
management would lie with the
directors.
Dr. William Parsons, viceThe squires commended the president for programming
has
(Continued On Page 2)
completed negotiations for contracts for Murray Civic Music
Association 1982-83 season.
Dr. Parsons said, "It is difficult
to keep topping ourselves each
year, but great effort goes into our
board's selections, and it has paid
off. However, without our
All students living in the
memberships and generous
Calloway County School District
patron contributions, we could not
who have not registered for the
afford such outstanding attrac1982-83 school year should do so
tions. We are delighted to offer
immediately, according to school
you an opportunity' to purchase a
officials.
membership in the sizzling season
Students in grades 9 to 12 should
contact Jerry Ainley, principal of
Calloway County High School, or
call the school at 753.5479.
Those students in grades 7 and 8
should contact Roy Cothran, principal of Calloway County Middle
The 1982 property assessments
School, or call the school at 7534182.
for county and state taxes has
Students in Grades been approved by the Revenue
kindergarten through sixth grade
Cabinet (formerly Department of
should contact the elementary
Revenue) according to Charles
school in their area as follows:
Hale, local property valuation administrator.
Southwest Calloway Elementary, Ray Dunn, principal, phone
The total taxable assessment
753-5843.
East Calloway Elementary,
Bobby Allen, principal, phone 7539972.
North Calloway Elementary,
James Feltner, principal, phone
753-9776.
By LORRAINE CICHOWSKI
AP Business Writer
Economists counting on consumers to pull the economy out of
recession were dismayed by the
government's latest report on
The July 22 formula fund study retail sales, which showed many
meeting of the Council on Higher shoppers stayed home in June.
Education has been changed to
The Commerce Department
the third floor of the University said Tuesday that retail sales, inCenter.
cluding those of cars, plunged 1.5
The 9 a.m. meeting originally percent in June from the month
was scheduled for the board room
before. It was the sharpest drop
of Wells Hall.
since October and followed a

()act

CRUNCH BUNCH — The
roar of engines and the crunching of metal filled the air
Tuesday night at the demolition
derby at the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair. Several
drivers from the area entered
the feature attraction. The fair
continues through Saturday_

Civic music group offers sizzling season

County students
should register

membership
coupon
on page 2
for 1982-83." All concerts will be in
Lovett Auditorium on the Murray
State University campus.
JEROME HINES. The first concert will be presented on Sunday.
Oct. 3, at 3 p.m. Mr. Hines
possesses "one of the greatest
voices of our day." He has per-

formed with the leading opera
companies in the world:
Metropolitan Opera in New York,
La Scala in Milan, Bolshoi in
Moscow, and the Teatro Colon in
Buenos Aires.
THE GRAN FOLKLOFUCO DE
MEXICO will perform Monday
Oct. 18, at 8 p.m. and in a special
performance for area young people on Tuesday, Oct. 19, at 9 a.m.
This performance is "supported in
part by a grant from the Kentucky
Arts Council with funds from the
National Endowment for the
Arts."

The colorful traditions of Mexican music and dance will be
presented by this outstanding
(Continued On Page 2)

1982property assessments approved
for Calloway County is
$480,054,103. The taxable real
estate is $327.270,683,tangible property $81,244,083, manufacturing
machinery and raw materials inventory $28,771,983, other inventories $5,545,147, intangibles
$25,877,222, other intangibles
$290,57 4 and bank shares

$11,054,410.
The homestead exemptions for
qualified senior citizens totaled
$29,905,120 and exemptions for the
totally disabled was $2,238,000.
The assessment is approved
based upon the accepted ratio
level of real estate asessments.
The ratio level is determined by

the sales records that are recorded in the County Court Clerks Office and compared with the
assessments of that same property. The Revenue Cabinet study indicated the total ratio for
Calloway County to be 92.1 per
cent. The minimum accepted
level is 90 per cent.

Retail sales drop sharply as second quarter ends

Meeting changed
on formula fund

revised 2.7 percent sales gain in
May. Auto sales declined 6.9 percent.
"It's not an encouraging sign,"
said Robert Gough, vice president
of Data Resources Inc., a Lexington, Mass., consulting firm. "If
July and August follow suit with
new declines, then I'd say we're in
trouble."
A week ago, several of the nation's major general-merchandise
chains said business was sluggish
in June. The largest, Sears,

Roebuck and Co., posted a 1 percent drop in sales compared with
June 1981, and No. 2 K mart Corp.
said sales dropped 1.2 percent
from the month a year before.
Poor June sales were reflected
in disappointing second-quarter
earnings released Tuesday by
several companies.
One of the sharpest profit
declines was suffered by International Paper Co., North America's
largest private owner of forest
lands and the world's largest pro-

ducer of paperboard, paper and
pulp products. Profits tumbled 51
percent on a 9 percent drop.
In other news, the price of gold
surged more than $16 an ounce in
U.S. trading Tuesday, despite
higher short-term interest rates.
The rates pushed the dollar's
value higher against most major
currencies.
Also, the rate of six-month
Treasury bills climbed two-fifths
of a percentage point to 12.37 percent.

Renovation planning rolling along
on new Notional Boy Scout Museum

4.

RENOVATION PLANNED — Beshear Gymnasium in Murray State University's former laboratory school
will be converted into the main exhibition hall for the future National Boy Scout museum

By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
Renovations to improve the climate in the future
National Boy Scout Museum currently are in the
planning stages, and museum director Darwin
Kelsey said Tuesday he hopes final plans will be approved and work begun by late August.
Kelsey has worked up a tentative plan which will
be reviewed by the board of trustees when it meets
in Murray Aug. 13 and 14. The director said his proposed renovations will take about "three or four
months" and should be ready in plenty of time for a
scheduled mid-May 1983 opening.
Alterations to Murray State University's old
laboratory school, which also was the interim Student Union Bldg., would include units for additional
cooling, humidity control, air cleanliness, fire
detection and suppression and ultra-violet-free
lighting. Kelsey said UV light from either the sun or
an incandescent bulb can damage and fade
valuable artifacts.
Not included in the director's plan are major
renovations, such as constructing new rooms or
knocking out walls. Although he acknowledged the
building does not have a perfect museum design, he
said, "I just don't ttfink it would be money well
spent...to go and knock out walls."
Despite its original use as a student facility.

Kelsey has redefined the building layout to be used
as a museum. For instance, Beshear Gymnasium
will become the main exhibit hall, while the kitchen
will be converted to the conservation workshop
needed to restore and preserve museum pieces.
A significant change - which is still under consideration — would be to relocate the MSU Public
Safety Office from its house on Chestnut Street to a
new office where the pool tables and recreation
equipment used to be.
Kelsey said the university will provide museum
security and that a move will provide a "better
location for better security."
The director has not been alone in devising
museum plans, as he emphasized that several
technical consultants have been called in for advice
on special situations. John Hillberry, a museum archictect from Detroit. Mich., who has designed 16
including those at the univermajor museums
sities of Michigan and Minnesota — will review the
engineering specifications for the building.
Serving as security consultant is E.B Brown,
Fort Worth, Texas, chairman of the American
Association of Museums Standing Committee on
Museum Security. Michael Sand, an expert in youth
museum exhibit design from Brookline. Mash. has
worked for the Smithsonian Institute and will help
(Continued On Page 2)
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Shultz outlines views in senate hearing
By W DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP
— The
man in line to be secretary of state
says the United States would consider dealing with the Palestine
Liberation Organization only if
that group "becomes something
other than the PLO we have
known."

Georg* P. Shultz outlined his
views at a Senate confirmation
hearing Tuesday as sources in the
Middle East indicated PLO leader
Yasser Arafat was seeking
recognition by the United States
as his price for leaving Lebanon
Sen Charles H Percy, R-Ill ,
chairman of the Foreign Relations
Committee, said he would seek a

Policy surcharge no benefit
insurance agents, companies

Murray's Mel Purcell grimmaces as he returns a shot to
Alejandro Gatticker in early round action Monday at the 55th U.S.
Pro Tennis Championships in Brookline, Mass. Purcell defeated
AP laserpbotol
Gatticker 6-0, 6-2.

Fiscal court...
A

(Continued From Page 1)
squad for its work, saying they
knew the squad works hard to do
its job well. They do the best they
can with what they have," Squire
Gil Hopson said,."but they cannot
cover all of Calloway County. If
you're going to try to create a tax.
the people who will be taxed
should have some say."
The court approved a motion by
Miller to continue the matter, for
it to be placed on the November
general election ballot for an advisory vote. If the voters approve
the formation of the fire district,
the squires said they would approve a motion for such. However,
they did not want to create the
district without the knowledge of
their constiuents' wishes.
In another matter, the court approved Squire Ralph Bogard's
motion to allow County Court
Clerk Marvin Harris to move his
office to the second floor of the
court house and to allow the other
departments to move if they so
wish. This would possibly involve
the sheriff's office moving from
the southeast corner to where
Harris' office is now located.
The court also received a petition from Attorney Don Jones on
behalf of several property owners
in Canterbury to discontinue a
road in the subdivision. The mat-

ter involves an addition being
made by Melvin Henley to a
mobile home park behind Canterbury.
Judge Weaks appointed Hopson,
Miller and County Engineer Joe
Bruce Wilson to view the site and
report to the court for further consideration.
In other business, the court accepted the $1,389 bid of Murray Insurance Co. for public officials'
liability insurance. The bid was on
a $1,000 deductible policy for
$1,000,000 coverage.
The court also appointed Elsie
Parker to the Murray-Calloway
County Library Board, to replace
Ronnie Jackson, whose second
term expires July 31. Parker holds
a master's degree in library
science. Re-appointed to a second
four-year term was Walt Apperson, president and publisher of the
Murray Ledger& Times.
Acting upon petitions filed in the
court, the magistrates approved
the name change of two county
roads — Watson Road to Howard
Store-Protemus Road and William
Chapel-Profemus Road to Burt
Kelso Road.
Judge Weaks also noted the
road crew will be spending five
days in each magisterial district
to repair roads damaged by
winter weather.

The 1982 Kentucky General
Assembly recently enacted a law
which mandates insurance companies writing insurance in the
state of Kentucky to collect a surcharge of $1.50 upon each $100 of
premium, made by it for insurance coverage provided to it's
policyholders, with the exception
of life and health premiums.
This law, which was effective
April 1, states this surcharge shall
be collected by the agent and sent
to the insurance company. The
money will then be sent to the
Kentucky Department of Revenue
and will help finance the professional firefighters and law enforcement foundation program
fund. The tax will be so designated
as "F and P Tax" on individual
policy declarations page. Neither
the insurance agent or the insurance company shall be entitled
to any portion of any premium

Telephone co-op
members to meet
MAYFIELD — The 27th annual
meeting of the members of the
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative will be Saturday eyeing, July 17, at the Mayfield High
School beginning at 7 p.m.
Three members of the board of
trustees, Bill Futrell, Marshall
County; Gail Dobson, Graves
County and Hermon Darnell,
Calloway County, whose terms expire July 17 were recently
nominated for re-election by the
nominating committee. Members
may make additional nominations
from the floor at the meeting, according to Glen B. Sears, general
manager.
Several gift certificates and
extension telephone service free
for one year will be awarded at the
close of the business session.Also
there will be several prizes for
children and refreshments will be
served.
Sears will present his annual
report to the members, and he
urges all members to attend. The
financial report will be given by
Bethel Richardson, the
cooperative's auditor.
Trustees whose terms do not expire this year include Stanley
Jones, Cortez Schmidt, Beverly
Galloway, Roy M. Lowe, W.F.
Cary and Joe Thompson.
Notices of the meeting have
been mailed to the 12,200
members in Graves, Calloway,
Marshall, Carlisle, Hickman and
McCracken counties in Kentucky
and Henry and Weakley counties
in Tennessee.

WHEN A
$1P,110 WAN
WON'T CUT THE
MUSTARD,ICALL
US
FOR
MORO
Come July 15, a new state law will
allow us to lend you more than
$10,000. And that's good newsl Because, let's face it, when you've got big
money needs, $10,000 Just won't cut
the mustard.
LONGER TERMS. Nit can also offer
you longer terms, up to 120 months.
Which means your monthly payments
can be affordably low, even on very
large amounts.

APPLY NOW!
We want to get your check to you Just
as soon as the new law will allow. Oct
your appikatIon in now to take advantage of these new features:
• LOANS OVER $10,000
• LONGER TERMS
• LOWER MONTHLY PAYMENTS

CALL US TODAYI,
Suite 2, Bel-Air Shopping

Phone 753-5573

•

Center

surcharge as a fee or commission
for their collection of this surcharge. At the present time this
tax is being protested by some insurance companies as to whether
it is a legal surcharge. As more information is learned concerning
this, the Murray Calloway Insurance Agency Association will
serve to keep its customers informed, an association
spokesman said.
Local agencies included in the
association are:
The Murray Insurance Agency,
Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
Agency, King-Landolt Agency,
Broach Kentucky Farm Bureau,
Agency, Jane Rogers State Farm
Agency, Larry Krouse State Farm
Agency, Don Henry State Farm
Agency, Dan McNutt Shield Of
Shelter, Jim Fain Shield Of
Shelter, Joe Sledd Agency, Bob
Nanney Agency, and Ross Insurance Agency.

committee vote today in the hope
of getting Senate confirmation for
Shultz on Thursday.
Shultz was nominated by President Reagan after Alexander M
Haig Jr. resigned for policy
reasons that have not been fully
explained. Shultz, in his first
round of testimony, said he didn't
know why Haig quit and didn't
want to discuss it.
Shultz told the committee he
shares the U.S. commitment to
the security of Israel, but also
believes that stronger ties with the
Arabs are needed.
In his opening statement, Shultz
said the plight of the Palestinians
is -a central reality of the Middle
East," and "the Palestinians
themselves must participate in
the negotiating process" to
resolve it.
Asked whether this meant that
he favored negotiating with the
PLO, Shultz said, "If the PLO
changes and becomes something
other than the PLO as we have
known it ... certainly it is
something that ought to be considered."
Shultz said he would not favor
dealing with the PLO unless it
forswears terrorism, recognizes
Israel's right to exist and accepts
two United Nations resolutions
calling for Israel to swap territories it captured in 1967 for
Arab recognition and secure
borders.
The PLO has never explicitly
recognized Israel's right to exist

or accepted the two resolutions,
which speak of the Palestinians as
U.S. policy has prohibited
negotiatioss between the United
States and the PLO since 1974.
Shultz said he supports
Reagan's agreement in principle
to send up to 1,000 Marines to help
with the evacuation, provided it
can be done "properly and safely."
The PLO forces are surrounded
and outnumbered by Israeli
troops that invaded Lebanon to
drive them out.

Man charged
for hit and run
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department and Kentucky State
Police arrested Michael Townsend Tuesday night for an alleged
hit and run incident Monday at the
Jaycee Fairgrounds, according to
a sheriff's spokesman.
Townsend was charged with
fleeing the scene of an accident
and with having no insurance.
Three juveniles were also arrested, since during the investigation three allegedly stolen
bicycles were found to have been
in the car trunk. Two of the
juveniles were 15, the other was 16
years old.
The three were cited in juvenile
court with three counts each of
theft by unlawful taking over $100,
a felony.

Civic Music Association...
(Continued From Page 1)
group from Mexico. The Gran
Folklorico de Mexico was awarded first place at the prestigious
World Folklorico Festival in
Yugoslavia, and they were awarded official recognition by the Subdireccion de Accion Cultural del
ISSSTE — Mexico.
JULLIARD QUARTET, Tuesday, Feb. 22, 1983, 8 p.m. The
world famous Julliard Quartet
will present a virtuoso performance from their extensive
repertoire. "The first family of
chamber music" has played to
SRO audiences in 40 countries.
They were the first quartet to visit

the Soviet Union (1961,1 and they
have participated in virtually
every Major music festival in the
world, including the Slazburg
Festival, the Vienna Festwochen,
the Gulbenkian Festival in Portugal, the Sibelius Festival in
Finland, and the Festival of
Israel.
CABARET will be presented
Tuesday, March 15, 1983, 8 p.m.
The winner of the Tony Award for
Broadway's Best Musical in 1967,
Cabaret is a love story about a
young American writer and a witty and beautiful cabaret singer in
Berlin in 1930. A phrase from the

show's title tune, "Life is a
Cabaret, Old Chum, Come to the
Cabaret," is surely recognized by
every theatre-goer. You are invited to come to Lovett
Auditorium and enjoy this stunning musical.
Membership fees for this season
are the same as last: Adult,
$17.50; Student, $8; Family two
adults and any number of children
in the same household)$40.
Additional contributions are encouraged. The minimum patron
gift in addition to the membership
fee is $15. For further information,
phone 753-2368 or 753-1285.

MCMA Membership Application
Adult

No,

Student

No.

Family
Name

Adult

No.

Address

Student

No,

City
Telephone

State

Zip
Membership Fee
Check

Date
Make checks payable to Murray Civic Music Asiociation. Detach
coupon and mail your payment along with a self-addressed, stamped
envelope for return of your tickets to Jacquie Farrell, 1804 College
Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071

Cash

Patron
Contribution

$

Check

Cash

Total

$

Museum...
(Continued From Pagel)
design exhibits for the scout museum.
In accordance with the original agreements signed by Scout and MSU officials, the university will
pay for the renovations with state funds. Therefore,
the state will appoint a local architect to finalize
and to carry out the interior design.
In addition to blueprints for the structure, plans
are also being made for the collection. Kelsey said
he and the trustees currently are trying to choose
local museums to house Norman Rockwell pain-

tings until next year. Then just before the opening,
the Rockwell collection will be on display in Springfield, Ill.
The remainder of themuseum property — which
Kelsey said amounts to four truckloads in storage in
New Jersey — will be shipped just before the opening. As for the big day in mid-May, the director
hopes to attract national media, and said many
events will be connected with the opening. "It will
be a considerably bigger event than the signing,"
he said.

mem
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Child restraint
Ours is an age of automobiles. It is usually more
convenient and quicker to jump in the car or truck
for a ride than walk to a destination.
Each time the parent of a young child travels in a
vehicle, that child usually is also along. This accounts for a startling fact reportecl by the National
Safety Council — highway acciaents kill more
children than childhood diseases. In Kentucky during 1981, 26 children (aged 0-4 years old I were killed
in wrecks. During that same time, 1,271 were injured in vehicle accidents.
To offset this figure, the Kentucky legislature has
passed a child restraint law, requiring parents or a
guardian to transport children under 40 inches tall
in a child restraint system, such as an approved
carrier, harness or shield which holds the child in
his seat during a sudden stop or wrecks and
cushions the shock. A regular seat belt won't suffice, because it cannot adequately hold a small
child during a collision and may actually injure
him, since a child's body is less sturdy than an
adult's.
No fine is attached to violating the law, which
becomes effective Thursday, but Kentucky State
Troopers will be issuing citations for motorists not
complying. Tennessee, the first state to pass a child
restraint law in 1978, does impose a fine. Compliance with the law there has not been universal,
but results have been impressive since the law's
passage.
10 children were saved from death 67 from injury
in wrecks there from 1978 to 1980. Only one Tennessee child has been killed while in a federallyapproved safety device, and that was in a "nonsurvivable" wreck.
Consider the chances for survival of an
unrestrained child — in a 30 mile-per-hour accident,
a 10-pound infant can be thrown against the windshield or dashboard with 300 pounds of force.
The Kentucky law is welcome addition to our
statutes, one whose time has definitely arrived. We
protect our children at home, at school and at play
— it is only fitting we do the same during the time
we are transporting them from one of these places
to the other.

The recent U.S. Supreme Court decision sharply
curtailing the availability of assumable mortgages
is spreading a thick pall of gloom over an already
depressed real estate industry.
And why not? Assumable mortgages plus
"creative financing" gimmickry are about all that
has kept the market from collapsing altogether
since interest rates climbed to record levels more
than two years ago,N$11,,wit,0 faderally Chartered •
savings and loan inglitntidti% totripaolikrild to'enro•ree••
due-on-sale clauses, assumable mortgages would
seem to be a thing of the past.
Thus, the court's ruling would appear to make it
all but impossible for most first-time buyers
especially to purchase a home. How many would-be
home buyers can afford current mortgage loan
rates of 17 percent, and the attendant payments of,
say,$1,200 per month for even a tract house?
But there is another side to the debate over
assumable mortgages. The cash-starved savings
and industry argues that enforcing due-on-sale
clauses will enable the thrifts to liquidate many of
their older unprofitable loans. That in turn, could
generate enough additional revenue to lower mortgage rates a full percentage point on new home
loans.
A 16 percent mortgage loan rate isn't likely to
trigger a housing boom. But if interest rates dropped to about 14 percent, a further 1 percent decline
caused by enforcing due-on-sale clauses could
release pent-up demand and resuscitate a housing
market now at its lowest ebb since before World
War II.
With a little help from Washington in monetary
and fiscal policy a drop of several percentage points
in the prime rate by year's end is certainly possible.
In that event the Supreme Court's 6-2 decision on
assumability could conceivably prove decisive in
revitalizing the housing market.
Unfortunately, that still leaves short-term housing prospects undeniably grim. Well over half of all
home sales last year were dependent on buyers
assuming existing mortgages pegged to the bargain
rates of past years.
Whatever the economic consequences of the
court's ruling, the six prevailing justices at least
deserve credit for deciding this issue strictly on'
whether federal savings and loan regulations preempt the policies of individual states. The temptation to rule on socioeconomic grounds would have
swayed a lesser court, as it apparently did the
California Supreme Court in the original
Wellenkamp decision in 1978.
Supreme Court justices who stick to their constitutional knitting are likely to make fewer
mistakes than those who imagine they have a mandate to set economic policy as well.
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inside report

Sen. John Glenn may have to
swallow his test pilot's pride and ask
former Democratic national chairman Robert S. Strauss for help in
order to get some momentum behind
him for the 1984 presidential nomination.
Although Strauss often has been
whispered into Glenn's corner, the
truth is he has neither offered nor
been asked for his support. Strauss is
closer personally to former vice
president Water Mondale than to
Glenn. Nevertheless, friends think
Strauss could well say yes if asked by
Glenn.
Strauss, the supreme insider of the
Democratic Party today, might be
able to deliver to Glenn some governors and other key Democrats who
are alarmed by Sen. Edward Kennedy as the potential nominee. Considering his lackluster performance
at the Democratic mid-term conference in Philadelphia. Glenn needs
just such help.

by rowland erons and robert noyak

SLOWING THE FREEZE
Senate conservatives will try to
slow down the nuclear freeze movement by sending the Senate version
to a most inhospitable home: the
Senate Armed Services Committee,
headed by anti-freeze senator John
Tower.
The resolution approved by the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee
was a Republican version sponsored
by the committee chairman, Sen.
Charles H. Percy, rather than Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy's original.
Nevertheless, conservatives oppose
it, mainly because it endorses the
never-ratified SALT II treaty.
A footnote: Percy has turned down
administration requests to amend
the resolution to say the U.S.
"should" ) not "shall" as in his
resolution ) obey the terms of SALT
II. Percy argues that the resolution
only echoes what President Reagan
himself said at Arlington National
Cemetery on Memorial Day.

WHITE HOUSE CAUTION
The White House strategy to put
President Reagan's prestige squarely behind the campaign to defeat
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. for the
Senate in California this year has one
highly-influential dissenter: Michael
K. Deaver, member of the White
House staff big three.
Despite polls showing Brown trailing the Republican nominee, Mayor
Pete Wilson of San Diego, Californian
Deaver is suspicious. He has expressed doubts inside the White House
whether Wilson could really beat
Brown. Considering Deaver's control
over presidential schedules,that puts
a cloud over active Reagan intervention in the Senate race.
A footnote: Deaver, taking a more
vigorous stance on political matters,
has been consulting with conservative pollster Arthur Finkelstein.
SPLIT JEWISH GIVERS
The Connecticut Senate race is
splitting Jewish contributors down

the middle with political consultant
Morris Amitay leading a campaign
against Democrat Toby Moffett on
grounds of alleged Arab sympathies.
Amitay, a highly-influential figure
in the American Jewish community,
is backing Republican senator
Lowell Weicker. Amitay is attacking
the American-Lebanese Moffett's
record on Israel, pointing to the congressman's meeting with the PLO's
Yasir Arafat and other Palestinian
Arabs. But Mark Siegel, who led the
successful campaign for Democratic
endorsement at the Philadelphia conference of Israel's Lebanese invasion, is backing Moffett as solidly
oro-Israel.
A footnote: Should Prescott Bush
Jr. the vice president's older
brother ) defeat Weicker in the
September Republican primary, the
split would disappear. Moffett would
have overwhelming Jewish support
against Bush.

looking
back

headline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband is in a
Veterans Administration hospital,
and suffering from terminal cancer.
It is very doubtful that he will be able
to return home before he dies. We
live in a snail town in Kentucky, and
the hospital is in a city about 150
miles from our home. If he should die
in the VA hospital, will the VA help to
pay transportation cost to bring his
remains back home for burial?R.E.
ANSWER: Yes. If a veteran dies
while a patient in a VA medical

center, transportation expenses to
the place of burial will be paid by the
VA.
HEARTLINE: I live in a small
town outside Dallas, Texas, and it
gets very hot here in the summer
months. I have a heart condition and
respiratory problems also, and was
wondering if Social Security would
assist me in buying an air conditioner. I live on a fixed income and
really can't afford to buy one by
myself. H.E.
ANSWER: No, they will offer no
assistance in the purchase of an air
conditioner.
HEARTLINE: After reading your
column in the Dallas Morning News
Sunday edition A'April 19th, I was
prompted to send a suggestion. I
have a little friend, age 76, who also
disliked cooking for herself, as she is
alone. She solved the problem by
cooking a fairly large pot of whatever

she happened to want, about once a
week, and freezing it in several small
margarine containers. They are just
right for a serving for one, and much
more economical than the packaged
frozen dinners. All she has to do now
is take out a carton of cooked
vegetables,stew,soup or chili, heat it
up and her meal is ready. She keeps
enough cooked ahead of time to have
a balanced meal at any time, with
very little fuss or bother. It is
economical, easy and convenient.
Perhaps some other loner might like
that idea. F.T.
ANSWER: We are sure others may
benefit from your suggestion,
especially men who are alone. We encourage others to send any suggestions that they may feel helpful to
persons who are living on fixed incomes that atight hap them make
ends meet and make life a little
easier. Thanks for your suggestion.

letter to the editor

Anti-road block law will hurt
To the Editor:
There will be many charitable
organizations that will be hurt financially, if our City Council does pass
an ordinance prohibiting solicitations
and "Road Blocks" to raise funds.
They are the Red Cross, Heart Fund,
Fire Rescue Squad, Mental Health
and Mental Retardation Association
to name a few, oh yes! There are
more.
But I'm not writing this in behalf of
all these organizations, as I'm sure
they can and will speak up for
themselves. I'm writing these as
publicity chairman of our local
Disabled American Veterans,
D.A.V.), as I just do not agree with
some comments on this issue.
In the first place, I don't agree with
commission members when they say
they are getting gripes from the
public concerning the persistence of
these collectors and the frequency.
The Disabled American Veterans
hold on annual forget-me-not day
every year in the first iveek of May
and there is no persistence on our
part.
I'm not against passing legislation
to promote safety and I agree with

Commissioner Keith Hayes that
children, or kids as he puts it, should
not be out there on those "Road'
Blocks", as children do not watch the
flow of traffic. It's hard enough for
some of our Disabled Veterans.
Howard Koenen chairman of his
committee says that Road Blocks are
dangerous and obstruct traffic. The
Disabled American Veterans do not
stop any flow of traffic, as we know
better. When the traffic light is
green, we do not stop cars. We merely walk up to the car while the light is
red: we use no persistence to stop out
of town shoppers or anybody for that
matter.
Mr. Koenen further states that the
Road Blocks are looked on as a nusiance and we may hurt the
economy. The Veterans sure didn't
hurt the economy when they were
called upon to fight and keep this coutry free. In Galloway County alone,
the V.A. expenditures were well over
$3 million last year. Compensation
and pensions amounted to more than
2 million dollars, along with educational benefits and training programs. This goes a long way in Murray's economy

Our Local State Service officer
Weldon Thomas had over 700 contacts with Veterans this past fiscal
year and this "forget-me-not"day we
have once a year is really our only
source of income. Last year we got
$1.00 back from our dues for each
member for a total of $175, as we now
have 175 members.
Yes! Safety is very important and
it is in all of our hearts. But we our
not living at 42th and Broadway in
New York. All I can say to our Councilmen is this. We have to get permission to man those Road Blocks.
Maybe we need a permit,stating that
nobody under 18 be allowed at those
Road Blocks and also these organizations sign a waiver stating that the city will not be responsible for anybody
getting hurt. The people here in Murray are compassionate and,
charitable people and I really thank
you alltor your past support.
This is my letter and not necesaarity the opinion of any others.
Alex Pall Publicity Chairman
Disabled American Veterans

Ten years ago
Calloway County workers are pictured cleaning the overgrowth from
Bowman Cemetery, located north of
Murray. The cemetery includes the
grave of Nathan B. Stubblefield, inventor of wireless telegraph or radio.
Cadet Charles W. Henry is attending Army Reserve Officers Training Corps Ranger Camp at Fort Benfling, Ga.
A special feature story on Wayne
Perrin from South Central Bell Service magazine is published.- He is the.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Felix Perrin, Rt.
2.
Frank R. Ellis, formerly of
Calloway County, was awarded
aDistinguished Service Award for 37
years of government service, mostly
with Department of Agriculture and
AID, at a retirement party for Ellis
in Washington, D.C., on July 6.
Twenty years ago
Approximately 100 persons attended a debate on -Medical Care for the
Aged" on July 12 at Murray State
College Student Union Building. The
event, sponsored by MurrayCalloway Jaycees, featured Dr. W.
Frank Steely on the affirmative and
Max B. Hurt on the negative.
Deaths reported include Andrew
Donelson, 78,
Mildred Hatcher, Murray State
College English professor, is a judge
of National Council of Teachers of
English Achievement Awards Program in 1962.
Charles Ryan said Whitnell Subdivision lots will hve city water and
sewerage and the streets will be paved.
Thirty years ago
Buford Hurt, T.C. Collie and W.O.
Connor will attend the four-day field
conference of Woodmen of the World
at Atlantic City, N.J., July 21-25.
Deaths reported include Mrs. E.C.
Fain,73.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Robertson and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Wilson,
both on July 8.
J.L. Wilcox was honored July 13
with adlinner in celebration of his
87th birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Buchanan and
Mrs. Ruth Giles recently visited Mr.
and Mrs. Hughes Giles of Ogden,
Utah.
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BLUE BONNET

HUNGRY JACK
BUTTERMILK

MARGARINE

BISCUITS

MAXWELL HOUSE

WONDER
COUNTRY STYLE

COFFEE

MAXWELL
ii HOU&

[BREAD
24 OZ.
SANDWICH
LOAF

1LB. BAG

$2°9

4

48

5cT 29'

1 LB. QM.

1
FLAV-O-RICH

COKE OR
TAB

L

YOGURT

3

12 0
12
2PC
KANS

BOLT

COLORTEX

MILK

NAPKINS

8 OZ.
CUP

3/1

49

FLAV-O-RICH 1 % LIGHT

1 2GAL

60

99'

140 CT.

WHIPPED

KRAFT

PAPER TOWELS'
JUMBO
ROLL

•11

IMPERIAL.
MARGARINE

KRAFT ORANGE

BUTTERMILK

• .1••• •

JUICE

SALAD DRESSING

1 LB.
BOWL

19

79'

(WITH COUPON BELO%
1 4

MORE LOW PRICES ON MORE ITEMS...EVERYDAY
CORONET BATHROOM

BIG TATE INSTANT

TISSUE
MINUTE MAID ORANGE

gRoLL$1 89

DELSEY BATHROOM
4 ROLL $ 1 89

SCOTTIES FACIAL

794

200 CT

SHASTA SOFT
2 LITER

994

HEFliFOOD
BAGS

2 SHELL PKG.

58'

30 CT.

89

BAGS

$ 2

9

KEEBLER CLUB
16 02 $ 1 89

HEFTY STEEL.SAK TALL KITCHEN
$ 1 49
20 CT.

32 OZ $ 1

72

SUNSHINE NI-HO
1601. $ 1 09

COUPON
COUPON
Limit 000 Per Emily
Formula 409
Cleanor

limit 006 P•r

$1 68
O

Good 'Only At Storey's
Exp 7-20-82

Fentily

Soft
Imperial
Margarine

2-2.1. trbe

1607.

ICICLES

2402.

99

REMOVER

69

CHEDDAR

3/1

KETCHUP

3202. $ 1 29

SHORTENING

42 02 $ 1 39

35

COLA

1202.5/994

CRAVE CAT
16 OZ.

2/99

is oz. 78'

FOOD
KRAFT 1000 ISLAND

1102.

CHERRI
BAG

LEMON!
JUMBO RED

$139

DRESSING

1602. $

ONIONS
GREEN LEAF

LETTUC

1 89

KRAFT FRENCH

SALT

2602.

2/49"

SAUCE
JUICE

COUPON
twit 006 Pr Family
Whipped
Imperial
Margarine

I lb beal

58'

GOod Only At Storey's
Exp 7-20-82

DRESSING

16 OZ. $ 109

PE

KRAFT CATALINA

1101.78'

DRESSING

)60l. $ 109

TOP'S 21 DOG
40 OZ. $ 1 69

FOOD

25L1.$369

Cash Pot: This Week Win $400.00
COUPON

COUPON

limit Oise Per homily
Top Choke
Dog Food

Limit OlOO POT Femily
Top Choice
Dog Food

$ 'I 09
12.. •

72 a

(Ia.

Good Only At Storey's
Exp 7-20-82

TEXAS

FAYGO
602.

BEANS

WATER!

cF cfaITEL

RICHTER

OIL

Lost Week's Name - Shirley Nix
Card Not Punched

FLEX CONDITIONER
25' OFF LABEL
ROL, ORT, U. BOOT

3002. $289

OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY

CRACKERS

25' OfF LABEL
REG., OILY, EX. BODY
$ 168
16 OZ.
•

MIX

MUSTARD
HUNT'S

KRAFT B.B.O.

LIQUID

FLEX SHAMPOO

iJ

SCOT LAD

DAWN DISHWASHING

9a

6402.

PUREX MILDEW

CRACKERS

INSTANT SHAVE
LIME OR REG. 11 OZ.

DETERGENT

2/894
$02

GOLDEN GRAIN 74 02.

$179

BUSH'S BAKED

10

BAGS

COLGATE

89'

PURITAN VEGETABLE

BANQUET PIE

SHELLS

16 OZ.

HEIFETZ DILL

DRINKS
HEFTY LAWN & LEAF

POTATOES
COUNTRY TIME LEMONADE

TISSUE

$1 °9

KRAFT

SOLO LIQUID LAUNDRY

TISSUE

JUICE
12 OZ.

51

64 OZ.

Ompla

Egg)

Good Only At Storey's
Exp 7-20-82

$

COUPON
Limit On. Per Family

Gaines
Puppy's Choice

1 99
•
16 a

(11a.

Matas,

Good Only At Storey's
Exp 7 20 82

Good Only At Storey's
Exp 7-20-82

BEST

COPY AM
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— NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY
REG. $2.39

.7riginate
WE RESERVE
"1E RIGHT TO
IT QUANTITIES

CRISCO
SHORTENING
3 LB.
CAN

STORE HOURS
8 A.M. TO 11 P.M.
EVERYDAY

LIMIT 011f In FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL OIDEI
EXCLUDING TOBACCO
PION
PIO
$1 4
WEEKLY SPECIAL

HUNGRY JACK
BUTTERMILK

FAMILY PACK GROUND

FAMILY PACK CUT-UP

BISCUITS

BEEF

FRYERS

5.29'

LB.

39

WEEKLY SPECIAL
COLORTEX

USDA CHOICE BONELESS
SIRLOIN TIP

NAPKINS

ROAST

140 CT.

69

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WHOLE BUTTS SLICE •
INTO PORK

SHANK
PORTION

STEAK

.$219

LB.

WEEKLY SPECIAL
WHIPPED

USDA CHOICE BONELESS
SIRLOIN TIP

IMPERIAL
MARGARINE-

EA. 79

TEXAS

RED ktfITELOUPES

EA.

CHERRIES

69;

LB. $ 1 59

BAG

5/99"

isoz 78'

LEMONS

10 CT

$159

JUMBO RED

ONIONS

LB.

49'

GREEN LEAF

LB. 794

LETTUCE

6 OZ. $ 1 09

6 OZ. $ 09

oz.

S1 09

$169
,5 LB. 60

PEACHES

49'

IELD PRO-LEAGUER

ACON

WIENERS

120Z.
USDA CHOICE BONELESS
FAMILY PACK CUBE

WATERMELONS

01.1
$ 39

•

LB $2
49

(WITH COUPON BELOW)
1 4

2/89'

FIELD

STEAK

58

1 LB.
BOWL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

LB

STEAK

11/
3NUS PAC

LB $249

BREAST
BONUS PACK CHICKEN

LB $ 1 89

SWIFT CANNED

LB $ 1 99

HAM
BUTT PORTION

LB $ 1 89

CENTER-CUT HAM

USDA CHOICE BONELESS ROUND

STEAK
USDA CHOICE BONELESS RUMP
RUMP
ROAST
USDA CHOICE BONELESS
CHUCK ROAST

LEGS

BEEF OR GARLIC

HYDE PARK WAFER
SLICED LUNCH

BOLOGNA

MEAT

89'

LB.

3 LBS. $69

LB. $ 1 1

SLICES

LB. $ 1 89

PRODUCE
RED
PLUMS

LB. 89

HAM

USDA CHOICE BONELESS

STEAK
SWISS
FIELD REG., THICK SLICED,

LB. $ 1

$1
21/2 OZ.

2/89

DELI SPECIALS
PLATE LUNCH
POTATO SALAD

sl"
LIL

994

SUBMARINE

SANDWICH

99'

)0400

BAKERY SPECIALS

1UPON
M Per Flintily

NECTARINES

ye Choice
1 °9

ily At Storey s

7 20 82

WHITE BREAD
APPLE TURNOVER

79' L.

COPY AVAILABLE

(ACM £1

IN STORE BAKED
COoKIES

MY.-10

T

LOAF 691

Or Alin
,

COLORED PRINT

DOZ.$1 19'
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murray today

Williamson and Bowles vows said

Spiller-Balenfine wedding planned

Miss Pamela Lynn
Williamson and David
Lynn Bowles were married in a candlelight
ceremony on Saturday.
June 5, at 745 p.m. at the
First Baptist Church,
Dawson Springs.
The double ring
ceremony was performed
by the Rev. Lawson
Williamson, father of the
bride, assisted by Tony
Smith.
A program of music
was presented by Mrs.
Susie Scott and Tommy
Scott, Mayfield and Joe
Gamblin.
The bride is the
daughter of the Rev. and
Mrs. Williamson, formerly of Murray, of Dawson
Springs. The groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen Ford Bowles.
also of Dawson Springs.
The sanctuary was
decorated with ivy and
magnolia leaves and
blossoms. Each window

Mr. ond Mrs. David Lynn Bowles
had a brass hurricane
Each attendant carried silver bowl holding an arlamp with a single lighted a single pink silk rangement of fresh
white taper surrounded amaryllis with tiny blue miniature pink carnaby greenery. On each side silk flowers tied with pink tions, baby's breath and
of the altar were two iridescent ribbon with blue silk flowers. Silver
seven-branch candelabra streamers.
appointments were used
with a brass archway inSteve Bowles served as to serve the punch and
tertwined with greenery best man for his son. the white heart-shaped
in the center-.
Groomsmen were Fred cake topped with a
Arrangements of Nallia, Kent Workman, miniature bouquet.
greenery, fern and cousin of groom, and
The groom's table,
candles were used. The Todd Tolbert.
covered in blue with a
central c•nter 753-3314 choir loft
had two spiral
white
The groom wore a
embroidered
15-branch candelabra white formal tuxedo with organza cloth, was
centered with a 15-branch a pink silk rose bouton- centered with a cake in
arched candelabrum.
niere backed by the shape of an open Bible
The bride
stephanotis. The men at- with blue flowers on one
Final Week•Ends
The bride, escorted by tendants wore pale blue page and inscription
Thurs.
her father, wore a formal tuxedoes with white "What God hath joined
DAY
THU
ENDS
gown of silk organza with shirts, blue vests and together...•' on the opa sweetheart neckline, a ascots with pink silk posite page.
Cavoisi
fitted bodice accented boutonnieres.
Both the bride's cake
-Xithopris argot aPcl Flawer girls ware:
cake
bishop sleeves. The
Christa Gamblin, Were wedding presents of
In ON
skirt had two tiers of ruf- Dawson Springs, wearing Gene and Martha Samfles that formed a full a pink dress, and Beth mons of Murray.
00. 30 - 2 00 Sat .Sun
chapel train edged in Littlejohn, Madisonville,
Assisting at the recep— NO PASSES —
matching lace.
cousin of the groom, tion were Anna Lea
:
rw
Meelso!
ii The
For her headpiece she wearing a blue dress. Glass, Darsi Wagner,
'
d ,
41. BIL 1.I T !Me1
chose a Justin Love hat They each carried a Becky McChesney, BrenC•1401. CUOMETT
with long white net over white wicker basket with da Gamblin, Ruby Hatley
the sides and back. She pink and blue streamers. and Debbie Smith. Emily
-4164W-44
wore gloves of the same
Ringbearers were Joey Scott of Mayfield handed
NDS THURSDAY ec
lace as her dress. Her on- Gamblin and Doug Little- out rice bags.
ly jewelry was a pair of john, Madisonville,
7 20.9 M
After a wedding trip to
diamond earrings, gift of cousin of groom. Ushers Florida the couple is
ENDS THURSDAY
the groom.
were Mark Bowling and residing at Rosedale
D0117 YOU WISH
Her bridal bouquet was Darryl Frost.
Court Apartments,
YOU WERE ARTHUR?
of silk pink roses, orAssisting at the wed- Dawson Springs.
Dudley Moore Lae MInnelli
chids, stephanotis, ivy ding were Tami Nichols,
Rehearsal dinner
and airplane plant.
cousin of groom, Kim
The groom's parents,
erthUrl=
The maid of honor was Allen and Traci Barnes.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
Gail Smotherman of MurThe bride's mother Ford Bowles, were hosts
chemtnut et. 753-3314 ray. Bridesmaids were wore
a pink organza for a rehearsal dinner at
Diana Bowles, sister of floor-length gown. The Buffet Royale, Madisongroom, Beth Williamson, groom's mother was at- ville. The couple
sister of bride, and Liz tired in a blue polyester presented gifts to their atJones, cousin of groom.
knit floor-length gown. tendants.
Prenuptial events inThey each wore a suede They had corsages of
pink gown of polyester white cymbidium or- cluded a personal shower
Now I'S Mee to
become one of
and cotton voile with off chids.
at the home of Mrs. John
THE
the shoulder neckline and
Ray, Dawson Springs; a
Reception
wide ruffled flounce. The
A reception followed in bridal tea at the Universislightly raised waistline the fellowship hall of the ty Branch of the Bank of
Plus
was accented with pink church.
Murray at Murray; a
BUSTIN' LOOSE (it)
satin ribbon ties. The
The bride's table, miscellaneous shower at
Rickard Pryer
back of the flounced skirt covered with a white the fellowship hall of
was drawn up into a satin cloth under pink First Baptist Church,
HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH slight
bustle effect.
net, was centered with a Dawson Springs.

The engagement and
approaching marriage of
Miss Thomosma ITina
Diane Spitler to James
Steven Balentine has
been announced.
Miss Spiller is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jim McKnight of Murray
and of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Spiller of
Johnston City, Ill. Mr.
Balentine is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Haientine of Murray and of Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Woodall
of Kuttawa.
The bride-elect is a 1981
graduate of Calloway
County High School.
The groom-elect is a
1982 graddate of Murray
High School. He is
employed at Holiday
Hills Resort near Kuttawa.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday,
July 24, at 1 p.m. at New
Jenny Ridge Pentecostal
Church.
A reception will follow
at the Woodmen of the
World building at South
Third and Maple Streets,
Murray.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
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igs,

You have a chance
to win...
lit prize 1,000.00 Cash
led prize -Fire-S100 00
Cosh prizes each
3rd prize Frace's ''Cheetah"
4th prize-Froce's "Snowy
Owl"
5th prize-Roy Harm's "Raccoon" Framed
6th prize -Ray Harm's
"Downy Woodpecker" Framed
7th prize-Ray Harm's 'Bern
Swallows" Framed

753-8301

Prot° the Gollery, coil.ond bov 0,11 deriver the Gdrt Book to
along wth your rewstrotion form for the miry,
C0M901 COT!

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Miller of Chattanooga. Tenn.,
formerly of Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
Leslie Danielle, weighing seven pounds 11 ounces,
born Monday, July 5, at East Ridge Hospital, Chattanooga. They have another daughter, Lanessa,
The mother is the former Kathy Crowell. The
father is employed Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Tennesse. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Crowell of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Miller of
Gainsville, Fla. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Iola
Crowell of Murray and Mrs. Ester Coffman of
Glasgow.
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Senior trip scheduled
A special trip for Senior Citizens has been announced by Toopie Thomas, tour director. The
group will leave Oct. 19 and spend three nights at
Gatlinburg, Tenn., with two full days at the World's
Fair at Knoxville. For information call Mrs.
Thomas at 753-8274.

Patients dismissed
Marilyn Houston of Murray and Charles Irvan of
Kirksey have recently been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Louise Sickel speaks about Hospice program
Louise Sickel, R.N.,
Hospice Director at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, was guest
speaker at the June
meeting of the Business
and Professional
Women's Club. The
meeting was at Golden
Corral Steakhouse.
Mrs. Sickel said this
program first began in
England and was designed and developed to make
days of the terminally ill
as active, pleasant and
comfortable as possible.
She said the first
Hospice program in the
United States 'was
established in 1973 at
Brookhaven, Conn. By
1980 there were more
than 800 Hospice pro-

grams in the United
States.
"Living To The Last;
was the theme of Mrs.
Sickel's program. She
said "Hospice basically is
a simple concept of caring rather than curing.
Simply stated, Hospice is
a coordinated program of
support services providing physical, emotional and spiritual care
for the terminally ill individuals and their
families."
Dr. Ruth Cole, retired
chairman of the Department of Nursing at Murray State University and
retired captain in the U.S.
Navy Nurse Corps, was
invited to help with the initiation of the Murray
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benediction.
In charge of arrangements were Carrie
Beale, Sara Harrell,
Cheryl Lindsey and Brenda Green, members of
the public relations committee.
Other members present were Anna Bailey,
Elaine' Brown, Minnie
Craig, Betty Lou Hill,
Bea Hughes, Vicki Jones,
Agnes McDaniel, Rubye
Poole, Ola Mae Roberts,
Brenda Rowland, Doris
Rowland, Madelle
Talent, Odelle Vance,
Louise Sickel
Betty Vinson and Euple
program.
Ward.
Mrs. Sickel urged perThe club will meet July
sons interested in becom- 15 at Boston Tea Party.
ing a volunteer in the
Hospice program to conDISPLAY APPLES
tact her at the hospital.
To keep apples looking
Kathy Hodge, club
president, presided. appetizing for display on
Plans were discussed for a fruit tray or in a fruit
the August salad lun- salad, dip the freshlycheon. The meeting was sliced pieces in lemon
closed with the Emblem juice.
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BLACKFORD HOUSE GALLERY
Maki 51.

Leslie Donielle Miller born

PLEASE NOTE!

You Help us, we help you, and we all help the needy children have
a wonderful Christmas.
You purchase one of our gift-check books for $29.95, and you will
get over $100.00 value in food, plus many other items at discount
prices -- the purchase of the coupon book, also gives you a chance to
register for a prize of $1,000.00 and five for 2nd prize $100.00
each — winners will be selected by a random drawing to be held on
July 31, when all the books are sold. So come in the bring all your
friends!
• You may be the lucky winner! With each book you purchase, $1.00
will be given to Murray Fweateas% Needy Childreas' Fend which could
total $1,500.00, and this will make many children winners of a
beautiful Christmas.
. "•

YOu

Thomosino Diane Spitler
to marry James Steven
- Balentine

datebook
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your home

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$ 49
ONt

JOE SMITH
CARPET CENTER
S. 4th St.-Old Ice Plant Bldg.

COUPON

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59' Extra

This Coupon good for
$1

Inside Dining Only

free Refills On Drinks

.00 OFF Per Sq Yd

On Merchondtse Ordered From
Our Sample Books of Carpeting
tGOOD THRU SAT.JULY 24th

99' Special For Kids

Wednesday 11AM•1 OPM
roil can I eat this well at home lot this price

N

Monday-Saturday
July 12-24
753-6660
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Rainey'

Cooper-Kubicki wedding on Aug. 28
Mr. and Mrs. R.L.
Cooper of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Sarah Mae, to Michael E.
Kubicki of Chicago, Ill.
Miss Cooper teaches at
Hendersonville High
School, Hendersonville,
Tenn. She is a graduate of
Murray High School,
Murray State University
and Southern Illinois
University.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Emmet Erwin and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. C.G. Cooper.
Mr. Kubicki is the son
of Mrs. Eleanore Kubicki
and the late Frank
Kubicki of Chicago. He is
a graduate of De la Salle
High School and Southern
Illinois University.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday,
Aug. 28, at 5 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. The
Rev. Fred C. Morton and
the Rev. Read Williamson will officiate.
A reception will follow
the ceremony in the
fellowship hall of the
church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception. Only out-oftown invitations will be
sent.

by Rainey 4pperyuns
Reading a cook book can be one
of life's small pleasures. The
Women's Exchange Cook Book
Volume II from Memphis, Tenn.,
was just given to me by Edwina
and A.W. Simmons' neighbor,
Tempe Mrs. Ben ) Adams of
Memphis.
Tempe is a collector of cook
books and also planning to write
and publish a cook book in the
near future. She has worked for
many years with the Woman's Exchange of Memphis so she knows
about good cook books. In fact, the
Volume II book is dedicated to
Tempe.
She pointed out several great
recipes for a summer party and I
will pass them along to vou.

Community weekly events scheduled
Wednesday.July 14
Thursday,July 15
Wesleyan and Ruth tre for dessert and proWilson Circles of First gram at 7 p.m.
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7:30
Twin Lakers Antique
p.m. at church.
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m
at Gateway
Murray Bass Club will Restaurant.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade.
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Puppeteers of
Memorial Baptist Church Eastern Star will meet at
will present a puppet 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
show at Jonathan Creek
Murray Women of the
Baptist Assembly at 7:30
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
p.m.
at lodge hall.
Murray -Calloway
Senior Citizens Centers
County Jaycee Fair will
feature family night, will be open as follows:
Jersey Cattle Show at 6 Hazel and Douglas from
p.m. and Old Time Fid- 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
dlers Contest at 7 p.m.
— EV'ents at Murray
Thursday,July 15
Coldwater Baptist Country Club will include
Church Women will meet Junior Golf at 9 a.m.;
at 7 p.m. with Glenna Couples Tennis at 6 p.m.;
and Men's Stag Night at
Rawls as hostess.
6:30 p.m. with Gary
Business and Profes- Haverstock as chairman.
sional Women's Club will
Mothers Day Out will
meet for dinner at 6 p.m.
at Boston Tea Party and be at 9 a.m. at First Baplater to Commerce Cen- tist Church.
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United States official
contestant for rodeo
NAMPA,Idaho(API —
Just because you live in
Washington. D.C., it
doesn't mean you have to
hang up your boots. Just
ask President Reagan —
and U.S. Secretary of
Commerce Malcolm
Baldrige.
Everyone knows of the
president's riding prowess, but fewer people
are familiar with
Baldrige's cowboy
background.

neet July
Party.
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Jerry Vandyke family from Washington visiting area
homes
By Mrs. R.D. Key

Sarah Moe Cooper
to marry Michael E. Kubicki
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World's
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Spinach Dip,I
1 pkg. chopped spinach, thawed
% C. mayonnaise
t. Beau Monde seasoning
44 c. sour cream
Tabasco
Garlic salt and lemon juice to
taste
Press thawed uncooked spinach
between paper towels to squeeze
out water Mix spinach with remairung ingredients. Serve with
corn chips or melba toast- Best
done a day ahead. Yield: 2 ks
cups.
This is one of Tem pe's
daughter's, Mrs. Michael Thompson,favorite recipes.
Garlic Olives
1 9-oz, can pitted green olives
2 cloves garlic, sliced
4 dried red chili peppers
I "2 T. wine vinegar
It. dried dillweed
Drain liquid from olives into
saucepan. Add garlic and chili
peppers. Simmer for 5 minutes.

Add vinegar and dill. Pear over
olives and mix well. When cool,
Mace In Mr,amer and chill. Beat
W made four days ahead of time.
Mock Pate
1 stick soft butter
1 3-ox pkg. cream cheese
1 il-oz roll braunachweiger
Juice of 1 to 2lemons
Ground black pepper and
Tabasco to taste
Combuie softened butter, cream
cheese and braunschweiger; add
remaining ingredients, mix well.
Serve with melba toast rounds.
This freezes well. Yield 2 cups.
Crabmeat Dip
18-ox. pkg. cream cheese
1 to 1 4-3 T. mayonnaise
Juice of lemon
2 dashes Worchestershire and
Tabasco
Chopped chives or green onions
to taste
1 can king crab, drained and
picked
Blend all ingredients, except
crab, thoroughly. Fold in crab and
mix well. Yield: 1 Li cups.
Canned lobster may be used instead of crab

Friday,July 18
Thursday,July 15
Carol Poe Group of West Kentucky will have
First Baptist Church a campout at Canal
Women will meet at 7 Reservation near Grand
p.m. with Mrs. David Rivers. An ice cream supper will be Saturday at 6
Parker.
p.m. at campsite of B.C.
and
Orpha Grogan,
Mothers Day Out is
scheduled at 9 a.m. at wagorunasters.
Good Shepherd United
Hazel and Douglas
Methodist Church.
Centers will be open from
Events at Murray- 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acCalloway County Jaycee tivities by Senior
Fair will include Kiddies Citizens.
Day at 1 p.m., 4-H and
Community Theatre
FFA Dairy Show at 6
p.m., Dune Buggy Sand will present "The Skin of
Drags at 7 p.m. and Coun- Our Teeth" at 8 p.m. in
try Beat Band on grounds Playhouse in the Park,
Murray-Calloway County
at 7:30 p.m.
Park. For information
call 759-1752.
Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big
Pool party for Grades
Joe's Restaurant.
one through four will be
from 10 a.m. to noon at
Calloway County High
School Chamber Singers Murray Country Club.
will have a square dance
Twilight golf will be at
at Ronnie's Barn at 641 5:30
p.m. at Murray
South and Green Plain Country
Club.
Road at 7:30 p.m. Live
entertainment will be
Oaks Country Club will
featured. Tickets are have twilight golf
at 5:30
$2.50 adult and $1 child p.m.
with groups of 20 or more
$2 each.
Events at MurrayCalloway County Jaycee
"The Skin Of Our Fair will include 4-H
Teeth" will be presented Horse Show at 5 p.m. and
at 8 p.m. by Community Open Horse Show at 7
Theatre at Playhouse in p.m.
Park at Murray Calloway County Park.
For information call 7591752.
For lafsresties
Row*
Friday, July 16
Electrolysis
Puppeteers of
Memorial Baptist Church
(Permanent
will present a program at
Removal of Hair)
Hillman Ferry CamColl
pground, Land Between
the Lakes,at 8:30 p.m.

The 12-year veteran of
the Professional Rodeo
Cowboys' Association has
agreed to compete in the
team roping event at
Nampa's Snake River
Stampede, July 13-17, a
rodeo spokesman said
Tuesday.
Stampede President
Jon Dobbs said Baldrige
also will be grand %orshal of the rodeo pae
Twin Lakes Recreaon the final day of the
tional Vehicle Chapter of
event.

July 7, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Wyatt and children, Guy
and Ginger, of Nashville
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr of Puryear,
Tenn., last weekend.
Other visitors in the Orr
home included the Rev.
and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Rickie and Bryan Orr,
Mitch Sykes, Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins, Hilda Orr, Mrs.
Jessie Paschall and Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Vandyke and children,
Jerry and Teresa, of
Everette, Wash., have
been the guests of Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke of Murray. The Vandyke family,
along with Mrs. Terry
Sills visited Tuesday with
the Morris', Jewel Key,
Bertie Jenkins, Gloria
Jenkins, Jessie Paschall
and Dorothy Sykes in the
Puryear area.
Mrs. Hafford Cooper
returned home June 29
from a Memphis hospital.
Her sister, Lorene Smith,
came home with her for a
few days. Others visitors
in to see her include Mr.
and Mrs Ted Cooper,
Mrs. James Groom, Myrtie Rose Hill, Judy Summere, Dorothy Sykes and
Susan Lee.

753-8856

Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Wilson, Derrel Wilson,
Lavettia Wilson, Kenny
Hopkins, Mrs. Linda Orr,
Jewel Key and Mr. and
Mrs. Mabern Key visited
Mrs. Ovie Wilson last
week at Paris Manor.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris visited Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Jenkins.
Bertie Jenkins and Jewel
Key Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd Thursday afternoon.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee visited the
Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes Thursday afternoon. Their daughter,
Tabitha Lee, stayed for a
few days.

Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Fletcher and children,
Chris and Jeffery, visited
the Ruben Fletcher faily
on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Hopkins and son, Mike, of
Chicago, Ill., visited Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Hopkins
and Mrs. Ruby Owen
over the holiday
weekend.
Glynn Orr was admitted to Henry County
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., on
June 25 for tests. Visitors
to see him included Mrs.

Orr and son, Glynn, Linda Orr, the Rev. H. D.
Hudson, the Rev. James
Phelps, the Rev. Warren
Sykes, the Rev. Jerry
Lee, Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Morris, Quentell
Osbron, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Wyatt and Guy and
Ginger Wyatt. He was
dismissed June 30.
Visitors to see Glynn
Orr after he returned
home included Mr. and
Mrs. Gaylon Morris, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore, Estelle
Brisencline, Grace Humphrey, Charles Paschall,
Cooper Jones, Jessie
Paschall, Bertie Jenkins,
Mrs. Page Alexander,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Vandyke, Jerry and Teresa
Vandyke and Myrtle Vandyke.
Morris Jenkins was admitted to Henry Hospital
July 6 for eye surgery.
Mrs. Jenkins and sons
Tommy and Kenny, were
with him there.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Wilson attended a dinner
July 4 in Fulton in honor
of Rupert and Ruby
Gardner's 70th birthdays.
They are twins.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Wilson of Houston, Texas,
Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Wilson and famil Mr.
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and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Rickie and Bryan Orr,
and Larry Wilson and
daughter, Tara Jo, were
supper guests on Friday
of Mr and Mrs. Cyrel
Wilson.

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Lewis of Memphis visited
the Rev. and James
Phelps the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Pistilli and children, Pam
and Steve, of New Jersey
and Mrs. Charlene Whitford and sons, Matt and
Josh, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Paschall
over the July 4th
weekend. Another visitor
in to see them was Jessie
Paschall.
Mrs. Jack Wyatt underwent surgery in Nashville
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyce
Morris of Murray took
Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke and
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Vandyke and children, Jerry
and Teresa, out for dinner on Friday.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Bailey Grooms on Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Wicker of Paducah
visited Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke and the Jerry Vand ke tenni on Sunday.
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PRICES
FALLING.
Ladies Dee Cee
$988

Shorts

Reg 1316

For Jr. & Misses Sizes
Some With Jackets

Sundresses

415% Off

Ladies
Reg SIR to $44

Swimwear

$1299.$2999

Mens & Boys

Swimwear & Activewear

1/3.1

Men's & Boys Knit Sport

Shirts
One Group By Katz

Gowns & Robes
Ladies Dress & Casual

Shoes
Ladies Spring & Summer

or Shoes
Purses
Accessories
Bel Air
Shopping
Center
Murray, Ky.

Ois

rik V

Alt/A II AI

1

Handbags

1/4 Off

Children's

Sportswear

.25 0/0.
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Hank Williams Jr. to perform Friday
If ever there was a
prune example of history
repeating itself 1962 may
be the year, Hank
Williams, Jr. may be the
star and the WKYQ "Q"
Concert may be the show.
In 1981 Williams
headlined the first annual
"Q" Concert held at the
Kentucky Sheriff's Boys
and Girls Ranch, Gilbertsville. Appearing with
Williams were several

other top name acts in the
country music business
The concert was plagued
with hours of
thunderstorms, mud, and
cancellations.
Hopefully, however,
the only water providing
the background for
Williams has been
transformed into the
Paducah Riverfront, 1st
and Broadway.
Williams, one of the

Stuart A. Naulty, D.P.M.
Podiatrist-Foot Specialist
announces the opening of
his office at
Bel Air Center
So. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Hours by Appointment
Monday-Wednesday-Friday

Phone 502-753-0666

hottest names on the ctrcut at this time, will be in
Paducah for one show at 8
p.m. Friday
According to a
spokesman for the concert, which is cosponsored by the McCracken County Khoury
League, there are only
limited bleacher seats
available at this time.
Anyone attending is urged to bring a cushion or
blanket.
Some rules governing
the concert are as
follows: 11 gates will
open one hour before the
show .( 2
no alcoholic
beverages, 13 children
under six free, 14 I no
refunds unless concert is
cancelled.
Tickets for the concert
are $9 in advance and $11
at the gate and may be
purchased at various
ticket outlets throughout
the Jackson Purchase
area or by telephoning
502-443-7365.
Williams, known as

"ifir AGA
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CHILD PROTECTORS:
IS YOUR CHILD
A SAFE
PASSENGER?
A lot of people you don't
even know arc looking
out for your child.
awn- concern about the
high death rate for children resulted in a new
state law; children under
40 inches tall must be in a child restraint device
while traveling in passenger vehicles.
the Kentucky State Police believe using child re
straint devices is a good idea and a good law.
PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE FROM
the

Murray Ledger & Times

This question and
answer column is provided as a public service by
the McDowell Cancer
Network. Questions are
answered by appropriate
specialists associated
with the Network. These
questions represent some
of the inquiries made by
callers who use our
Hopeline. Hopeline is a
toll-free consultative
telephone service ( 1-800432-9321 ) provided free of
charge to any Kentuckian
with a cancer-related
problem. Qualified
counselers answer every
call Monday thru Friday,
9-5 p.m. Hopeline
counselors do not
diagnose cancer or
recommend treatment
for individual cases, nor
do they dispense money
to callers. Counselors do
provide consultations
with specialists as well as
support and understanding. Because of its
designation by the National Cancer Institute as
Kentucky's Cancer Information Service, the
Hopeline has rapid access to the latest cancer
information. All matters
are treated confidentially. Please write us at the
following address:
CANCER HOPELINE,
Kentucky's Cancer Information Service,

Ftialdire1201011111;
MURRAY
CALLOWAY-COUNTY

Program
of Events

Declarer tried brute force
in his attempt to make
today's challenging game
The direct approach didn't
work and the defenders got
themselves a plus score
North's bid of two spades
was a variation of the Jacobi) Transfer Bid, promising
:-ngth in both minors
.--,outh's rebid of two no
trump dented minor suit
length and indicated a preference for playing in no
trump
West led his fourth best
heart and declarer won
East's jack with his king
Attacking his strongest suit.
declarer promptly took a
losing club finesse and with
that the game was lost East
won and continued hearts to
knock out declarer's ace and
West's suit was ready to
cash before declarer could
establish his ninth trick.
A more subtle approach
would have landed the game
easily Instead of trying the
immediate club finesse,
declarer should have led to
dummy's club ace to lead a
diamond. If East hops up to
clear the hearts, declarer
can then manage four
diamonds, one club, and the
two tops in both major suits
If East ducks the diamond
TO PERFORM - Country singer Hank Williams Jr. will perform in concert at ace, declarer wins and
reverts to clubs. East gets
B p.m. Friday in Paducah.
his king but declarer now
Staff photo by Greg Travis
has his nine tricks.
What if West had held the
diamond ace? It would not
matter. West could not continue the attack on hearts
McDowell Cancer Network, '915 South
Limestone, Lexington,
Kentucky 40536.
Q. Is anyone trying to
find out how different
American lifestyles compare in terms of getting
cancer and other
diseases?
A. On Sept.1, 1982, the
American Cancer Society
(ACS ) will begin just
such a study of American
lifestyles and environment. It will involve more
than one million
Americans and will continue for six years in an
attempt to learn how
ongoing changes may
alter the incidence (occurrence) of disease.
especially cancer.
In Kentucky, 22,000
people in 41 counties will
be surveyed.
A similar large-scale
ASC project was conducted from 1959-1972.
Data gathered then
pointed to the health consequences of cigarette
smoking, encourage exercise in coping with cardiovascular disease, and
associated sexual activity at an early age with increased risk of cervical
cancer.
Much of the new study
will be done by 85,000
trained volunteers, 1464 of
them in Kentucky. Each
volunteer will contact at
least 10 families. Those
who fill out questionnaires must be a
minimum of 30 years old,
belong to a household
where at least one person
is over 45, and be the sort
of person whose
whereabouts are likely to
be known over a long
period of time. As many
different economic, occupational, ethnic, and

educational backgrounds
as possible will be included.
ASC volunteers will not
see the answers, and any
link between the
responders and the information they supply
will be avoided.
Volunteers will check
back with the responders
in 1984, 1986, 1988, and
perhaps beyond that
time. If a responder has
died, workers will study
the death records to
locate any emerging patterns of morbidity
( illness) or mortality
(death).
It is hoped that this new
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41,A Kit
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•J 74
Hopeline toll free 1-800432-9321 from 9-5
weekdays. Callers at Vulnerable. Both Dealer
other times may leave a South The bidding:
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and declarer would still
have his nine tricks

Brown appointments
step down from CHE
FRANKFORT, Ky.
- David Jones of
Louisville and W.T.
Young of Lexington have
resigned their posts with
the state Council on
Higher Education.
Jones and Young were
named to the board last
April by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. in the wake of
a 1982 General Assembly
order to reorganize the
council.
In his resignation letter, Jones gave no reason
for his resignation, saying only that he "enjoyed
my brief tenure and
greatly appreciate your
confidence in me."
Jones is chairman of
the board and chief executive officer of
Humana Inc., a
Louisville-based hospital
chain, and Young is one
of the major stockholders
in that organization.
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JULY 12-17 1982

Bid with The Aces
South holds

7-14-8

•J 10 6 5 3
41J 9 7 2
•A 5
•K

There has been
speculation that the men
stepped down because
Humana proposed leas- North Saadi
ing the University of 1 NT
24
Louisville's University 2*
Hospital. The university
is one of eight under the ANSWER:Three spades
Shows five spades and four
state council.
hearts and enough values to
But council Executive play a game (without four
Director Harry Snyder hearts, South would have
said there appears to be bid three spades the first
no conflict of interest that time).
would bar the two men Send bridge
questions to The Aces,
from remaining with the P0 Box 12343 Dallas, Texas 75225
board despi4e the with seltaddressed stamped envelope
for reply
Humana offer.
"I have a legal
memorandum to that effect from my (staff) attorney," Snyder said. "I
think what Mr. Young
and Mr. Jones acted on
was fear that the media
would imply there was a
conflict, and they wanted
to avoid even that
possibility."

BENEFIT ART AUCTION
LOCATION

WEDNESDAY,JULY 14
6:00 p.m. Jersey Cottle Show
Family Night
7:00 p.m.- Old Time Fiddlers Contest
THURSDAY,JULY 15
100 p.m..- Riddles Day
6:00 p.m.- 4-H & FFok Dairy Show
7:00 p.m. - Dune Etuogy Sand Drags
7:30 p.m.- Country Beor -- Ground
FRIDAY,JULY 16
500 p.m. Horse Show
7:00 p.m - Horse Show
SATURDAY,JULY 11
800- Horse 8 Mule Pull
1000 am - Form Bureau Doy
7:00 p m
Three Wheel Short Trock Rote
7:30 p.m. - Gospel Musa Show - Jaycee Bide.
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will aid physicians and
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scientists in determining
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Who overcomes by force,
bath overcome but half his
foe "- John Milton

Cancer Hopeline

Pt 1

fr

'•Bocephus'' by most ut
his fans, is no newcomei
to the world of entertainment. His father, the
legendary Hank
Williams, is still
one of the mos: -ding figures c,.ei
emerge onto the country
music scene.
Hank Williams, Jr. ha.,
spent many years working toward the career he
now is enjoying having
first stepped in front of a
crowd at the age of eight
Only three years later
found him at the Grand
Ole Opry. And at 14 he
captivated a crowd at
Detroit's Cobo Hall thus
becoming one of the biggest names in the countr.
music field.
Since those early yearWilliams has bee:
relating his life througt,
the words of his songs.
His years of struggle
when he sought to live life
his own way, the.
similarities that exist between his life and that of
his father's, and his acceptance as the son of one
of America's premier
country artist can all be
found there in the lyrics
of his music.
Williams has received
awards, honors, and citelions for years and now
his life is in the process of
being brought to the
silver screen through the
filming of his
autobiography, •• Living
Proof" which has also
received enormous
reviews.

BLACKFORD HOUSE GALLERY
418 Main St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Ph. 502-753-8301
ORIGINAL ART WORK
Limited Edition Prints: Roy Harm, Charles Frace, Jean Vietor, Ken
Holland, Neal Holland, C.W. Vittatow, Charles Harper and Many Other
Nationally Known Artist.
Gold 8'Si lver Jewelry, Cigarette Cases, Lighters
'A Portion of The Proceeds From The Sale Will Go To The Firemen's Fund For Needy
Children.
Terms: Cash day of sole.

Principal Auctioneer
Pete Galloway
Larry Seay
Apprentice Auctioneer
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS'
"SERVICE YOU CAN DEPEND ON"
Bus. Ph 502-383-2249
Home Ph 502-247.9949
Any Announcement Day of Sole Has Precedence Over
Printed Matter

News in brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(API - Kentucky Educational Television will
broadcast a statewide
teleconference to inform
Kentucky's contractors
and small mine operators
of requirements and procedures for getting
reclamation contraccts
on abandoned mine
lands.
The teleconference will
be broadcast at 1 p.m.
EDT next Tuesday in the
first such effort to reach a
large group.
Abandoned land
reclamation is funded
from fees paid by state
coal operators on coal
mined in Kentucky.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(API - Starting Thursday, the Department for
Health Services in the
Human Resources
Cabinet will be responsible for inspecting all subsurface sewage disposal
systems.
The task was authorized by 1982 legislation.
Previously it was done by
the Plumbing Division in
the Pepartment of Housing.
Human Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo
said the biggest change is
that the health services
staff will conduct more
inspections.
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PIKEVILLE, Ky. API
— State police said Tuesday there was a possibility of foul play in the death
of a man whose nude
body was discovered during the weekend near
Pikeville.
Laboratory tests were
being conducted to determine the man's identity.
His body was found
Sunday by two hikers,
Charles Hambly and Ken
Davis
Police said the man's
clothing was strewn over
the area and that 80 to 90
cents in change was
found under the body.
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CHARLESTON, W.Va.
API — A Charleston
lawyer and businessmen
from Kentucky and New
York City have been indicted by a federal grand
jury on charges of filing
false tax returns and conspiring to claim about
$17.5 million in fraudulent
tax deductions involving
coal property, officials
said Tuesday.
The grand jury handed
up its indictment Monday.
Named in the document
were James C. Reed Jr.,
a Charleston lawyer;
William Nardone of New

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Former President Jimmy Carter says
the United States "has
got to play a very strong
role" in finding a compromise to end the
fighting in Lebanon.

EAST
•J 1065 3
•J 9 7 2
•A5
K5
2

3 NT

York, N.Y., and W
Garland Neely of Barbourville, Ky. Also named was Barterline Ltd., a
corporation allegedly used by Nardone to set up
tax shelters.
The indictment charges
that, beginning in 1976,
the men purchased about
4,000 acres of land in
Fayette County, then
prepared and distributed
maps and geological
reports that
misrepresented the size
of the holdings and the
amount of coal availble
within them.
Federal prosecutors

alleged that the property property purchased by
was divided into 22 the men contained coal
parcels, 10 of which were reserves totalling about 4
syndicated into limited million tons. However, a
partnership tax shelters. map allegedly prepared
They alleged that each by Neely, the document
tax shelter was then sold said, showed that each of
for $1.75 million, $350,000 the 22 parcels contained
of which was paid in cash 400,000 tons of
with the remainder of the recoverable coal, about
payment made in non- twice the actual amount.
recourse notes.
Barterline netted $3.5
As a result of the pay- million from the sale of
ment system, the pro- the tax shelters and caussecutors said, investors ed investors to claim imcould collect a tax deduc- proper tax deductions of
tion of $5 for every $1 in- $17.5 million, the document alleged.
vested.
The indictment said the

Lebanon destressing to Carter

42
098

24 ,

RECEIVES OATH — Sgt. Esther M. James,709 Story Ave., Murray, received
the oath of office as a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army reserve from First
Lieutenant John F. Hall, Commander of the 614th Military Police Company on
June 19. A former instructor of Safety Engineering and Health at Murray State
University, James will be assigned to the Medical Service Corps as an Environmental Science Officer and Hospital Administrator. First Sergeant Pernell
felt the company and the Kentucky National Guard had lost a competent
sergeant, but believes the Army would best be served with Esther James in the
officer ranks.

Misrepresentation cost men indictments

7-11-A

North

Child safety; their smile is worth it

Carter, who was in
Knoxville for a four-hour
visit Tuesday, attended a
reception and luncheon at
the home of banker Jake
Butcher, who is chairman
of the World's Fair.

Dealer
Eat

pass,
All

"The whole Lebanon
excursion demonstrates
the continuing value of
the Camp David
agreements," said
Carter, who played a personal role in negotiating
peace between Israel and
Egypt.

Pam

I Heart four

. would still
tricks.
The Aces
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"There is no alternative to it for providing
a foundation for eventual
oeace. And any time

53

there is bloodshed in the
Middle East, it serves as
a demonstration of the
need for the search for
peace," he said in a
copyright interview with
the Knoxville Journal,
published today.
The former president,
defeated by President
Reagan in November
1980, declined comment
on a proposal to send U.S.
forces to Lebanon. Congressional leaders who
met with Reagan on
Tuesday said they believe
the president has made
no decision on sending in
U.S. troops. However,
White House officials
have said Reagan has
decided in principle to
dispatch up to 1,000
troops under certain conditions to escort Palistinian Liberation
Organization members
from besieged west
Beruit and out of the

country.
The Carters also got a
glimpse of the fair site
and said they would
return for a longer visit.
"We look forward to
coming back for a visit,"
said Mrs. Carter. "We
will be back so we can see
the fair more deeply."
During his term, Carter
committed $12.4 million
in federal grant monies to
Knoxville and backed
spending $20.8 million for
a U.S. pavilion for the sixmonth exposition.
About 30 people attended the private luncheon,
including Noboru
Takeshita, secretarygeneral of Japan's ruling
Liberal Democratic party and his nation's ambassador to the 1982
World's Fair.
The Carters flew to
their summer cottage in
north Georgia Tuesday
afternoon.

Barkley considers governors seat
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Despite the
"negative impact" of
sexual-harassment
charges filed against him
last year, state
Agriculture Commissioner Alben W. Barkley
II says he may run for
lieutenant governor.
"I've had a lot of people
encourage me to run for
that office," said
Barkley, 37. "It's
premature to make a
final decision on that. I
am considering it very
seriously."
Barkley said he was not
considering a bid for any
other office, but added it
would be difficult "to announce before this fall's
congressional races are
decided."
Barkley and two other
Agriculture Department
officials were charged
with sexually harassing
two female employees.
The hearing before the
state Personnel Board
was seen around the state
on Kentucky Educational
Television.
The board found
Barkley guilty, but a
Franklin Circuit Court
judge ruled the board exceeded its authority. The
case is now before the
Kentucky Court of Appeals.
Asked about the effect
his case would have on a
candidacy, Barkley said:
"There's no doubt that
that kind of matter has to
carry with it a negative
Impact.
"But forlhose that watched (on KET I, those
that stayed abreast of it, I
think they basically saw
it for whist it really was -a ploy to weaken the
strength of the Barkley
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name."
Barkley blamed the incident on Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. and their battle for control of the
Agriculture Department.
Brown issued an executive order that
transferred the department's marketing
responsibilities to an
energy and agriculture
cabinet headed by
Energy Secretary
William B. Sturgill.
The Kentucky Supreme
Court voided the
measure, saying it was a
legislative function.
"I made every effort
early on in Governor

"By virtue of that office, it's extremely important to get along with
him, but I can only take
so much abuse and I have
to do what I feel is right. I
thought that breaking up
the Department of
Agriculture was very
wrong and I fought it and
won and I think that I was
right and I always will."
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*Take a short practice
ride during a time when
both you and the child are
relaxed and unhurried.

restraint.
•Kernairi calm and be
persistent. Remember
the high stakes: your
child's safety.
'Reward your child
after the ride by allowing
him to spend a few
minutes with an activity.
he chooses like reading a
book or playing a favorite

BAKERY
"INNER
ROLLS

'Praise your child for
good behavior. Positive
reinforcement can be a
lot more effective than
negative reinforcement.
*Keep your child busy
by distracting him with a
-quiet-play" toy or a
book. He'll concentrate
less on getting out of the

year-old woman a
pauper's funeral.
"We get nothing out of
this," said funeral director Jeff Blair. "We didn't
even make our expenses
on this one. It's just a
goodwill thing."
No other area funeral
home was willing to bury
her, which isn't unusual,
said Nancy Varney, coordinator of the Department for Human
Resources' legal guardianship program.
"It really bothers me to
think that these poor people who had no money or
family have to go to the
medical school," said
Mrs. Varney, whose
agency collects benefits
owed to indigents, then
tries to find a funeral
home willing to handle
the burial.
"If we have WO in
their account, we'll call

the nearest local funeral
home and ask if they're
willing to bury a lady for
$400," she said. "Frequently,they say no."
The Reagan administration last year
changed the rules for
Social Security death
benefits. Only surviving
spouses can now collect
the $260 the government
pays toward burial costs.
Each county in Kentucky once paid to bury
its indigent, but that was
when a wooden coffin and
undertaking cost less
than 9100. Now, said
Hindman Funeral Home
owner Danny Terry, a
wooden coffin costs about
$800, if it can be found.
Knott County's government contributes $100
toward a pauper's burial,
provided the person died
in Knott County, said
Blair.

Chestnut

WHITE
CAKE
MO Ail 11 Seed

753-1314

Seafood Buffet
With Salad Bar
Shrimp (Fried and Boiled), Frog Legs, Oysters, Baked
Fish, Clams, Sea Legs, Scallops, Hushpuppies, Onion
Only
Rings, and Potato

98

$9
Also Sunday Buffet
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Monday flambe r Plate wimps $ 1 59

YOU'RE INVITED
To a Series of

GOSPEL MEETINGS
Bell City Church of Christ
SPEAKER: Billy Clark
.4. Sunday July 11th Thru
Friday July 16th
Services 7:45 p.m. Every-Night

$299

5.99s

CC

NUN
CAKE
$129
STOP BY BIG JOHN'S BRICK
OVEN BAKERY IN YOUR LOCAL
BIG JOHN STORE MD
REGISTER EACH WEEK FOR A

FREE
CAKE OF THE WEEK!

134 John's

Friday 5 p.m.-10 p.m.

Open Daily 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

et.vo,

E OF THE WEEK

Jeff 14 Pita JO,20
HINDMAN, Ky. ) AP
— June Service is one of
many old people who die
penniless and without
relatives and whose
bodies are sent to
medical schools.
Miss Service died in a
nursing home without
money for her burial and
no family to claim her
body. As with others in
that predicament, it
figured her body would go
a medical school, which
needs cadavers for
teaching and research.
Miss Service, who died
Saturday in Owsley County, was declared incompetent by a court in
1917. She had been shuttled between nursing
homes for 65 years, according to state records.
But in this case, Hindman Funeral Home
agreed to give the 72-

game It's nuts good idea
to reward him by buying
a new toy or treat That
could get pretty expensive if that becomes a demand after each car ride
Lastly, set a good example by using a seat belt
yourself and by insisting
that older children
buckle up."

MO JOHN'S
BRICK OVEN

Poor people deserve proper burial

DELI

DEUCIOUS FOODS PREPARED
FRESH DAILY!

JUST
CHICKEN
46., $949
BAR-13-Q
LOAF
LI 199
HOT PEPPER
LOAF
$329
ITALIAN BEEF
SANDWICH
FNESN FINN 1119 JON'S NICE

_
"

that, unfortunately, the
child was in a plastic
feeder chair designed for
home use, not for auto
safety.
Beginning tomorrow
Kentucky motorists will
also be subject to a child
restraint law. The Kentucky law requires
children under 40 inches
tall to be secured in a
restraint while riding in a
passenger vehicle.
Ideally, a baby should
be placed in a child
restraint device on his or
her first auto ride home
from the hospital. That
should begin a lifelong,
life-saving habit. But if
your child is not used to
being secured in an auto
safety device, here are
some tips on "friendly
persuasion":
*Let the child get used
to the car seat or other
restraint device before
trying it out during a
short trip around town.
Let your little boy or girl
touch it and sit in it while
you explain its purpose:
making the child safe.
Many models have an added attraction. They give
the child a boost so he can
see out the window.

ROSEBUDS

Brown's administration,
to be as cooperative as I
could because I recognize
the governor of Kentucky
as the leader of the party
and the leader of the
government in the state,"
Barkley said.

BUYGOLD
BUY
UY

Maximum penalties for
conviction on the charges
are a 35-year prison term
and $60,000 fine, prosecutors said.

FRANKFORT—Any
one who has had dealings
with a child going
through the "terrible
twos" knows getting a
stubborn child to do
what's good for him isn't
always an easy task.
In fact, that is a major
reason why many parents
don't insist their children
get in and stay in an auto
safety seat. Their excuse
is, "My child refuses to
sit in one of those seats."
The Kentucky Department of State Police is
trying to let parents know
the hassle of training
your child to use an auto
restraining device is well
worth the trouble: after a
newborn's first days of
life, auto accidents kill
more children than
childhood diseases.
Buying a crash-tested
carrier, seat, shield or
harness and making sure
it's properly installed and
used "immunizes" your
little girl or boy against
death or injury in a car
wreck or sudden stop are
greatly improved.
In Tennessee, a child
passenger safety law has
been in effect since 1978.
During that time only one
child in a crash-tested
restraint has died. Tennessee officials said the
car wreck which took the
baby's life was "nonsurvivable." A small car
was crushed on the
passenger side by a fullsize car,
At one point Tennessee
officials thought a second
child had been killed
despite use of a restraint.
However, accident investigators discovered
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Tobacco company agrees to pay large fine
Robert Vance
dies; funeral
on Thursday
Robert Vance, 6, Rt. 6,
died Tuesday at 10 p.m.
at Norton's ClUldren's
Hospital, Louisville. He
had been taken to the
Louisville hospital on
Monday night after having been stricken 111.
The child was born
June 26, 1976, in Calloway
County to Thomas E.
Vance and Rebecca
Chaney Vance.
Survivors are his
parents, Mr. and Mrs
Vance, one sister,
Melissa Vance, and one
brother, John Vance, Rt.
6.
Also surviving are his
grandparents, Mr and
Mrs. Edwin Vance, Rt. 4,
and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Chaney, Rt. 6; a greatgrandmother, Mrs.
Robert Gilbert Sanders,
Buchanan, Tenn.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
today Wednsay).(

Hutchens'
rites today
The funeral for Walter
Hutchens was today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke,
Jr., and Dr. Robert
Farless officiated. Mrs.
Oneida White was soloist
and Mrs. Bea Farrell was
organist.
Active pallbearers
were James Parker,
David Parker, John
Parker, Johnny Dunn,
James Dunn and Cecil
Farris. Honorary
pallbearers were Gillard
Ross, Clifton Cochran,
Bradburn Hale, Joe Dick,
Groover Parker and
Charlie Lassiter.
Burial was in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. Hutchens, 80, 1704
Miller Ave., died Monday
at 9:20 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. His wife, Vera,
died Dec. 16,1979.
A member of the First
United Methodist Church,
he was a retired
restaurant owner. He was
born July 10, 1902, in
Calloway County.
Survivors include three
sons, Robert E. Hutchens, Pompano Beach,
Fla., Walter P. Hutchens,
Fox Meadows, Murray,
and Thomas D. Hutchens,
Atlanta, Ga.; nine grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

W. Brandon
dies; rites
on Thursday
Willie Brandon, 84, Rt.
1, Hazel, died Tuesday at
3 p.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. He
was a retired farmer.
Born June 11, 1898, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late John Y.
Brandon and Letha
Adams Brandon.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Iva Galloway
Brandon, to whom he was
married on Nov. 18, 1923;
one daughter, Mcs.
James Earl(Mary Ellen
Hamilton, 912 Sycamore
St., Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. Macon White, Murray, and Mrs. Zelly Orr,
Rt. 7, Murray; one granddaughter, Mrs. Patricia
Moore, Longview, Texas.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 3 p.m. at
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
The Rev. James Garland
will officate.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends may call.

Members named
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Five members of
the Kentucky Oral
History Commission have
been named by Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr.
The commission.
created six years ago,
has finished more than
2,000 tapes and supported
43 oral history projects.

Robert Vance

WASHINGTON 1AP I —
The R J Reynolds Tobacco Co. has agreed to pay a
$100,000 fine on answer to
charges it did not conspicuously display the
surgeon general's
cigarette warning in all
its advertisements, the
Federal Trade Commission announced Tuesday
The.
F TC said the penalty resulted from alleged
violations of 1972 consent
order requiring the six
major cigarette makers
to have a box on all ads
displaying in clear letters
the surgeon general's
warning in the dangers of
cigarette smoking.

Reynolds was the last of
In the consent judgthe companies to settle, ment, the FTC said,
the FTC said
Reynolds agreed to include the warning on all
Reynolds settlement ads, use larger lettering
came in a consent Judg- for billboards, put the
ment based on a 1975 warning on vending
complaint, and does not machines, and disclose
constititute admission by the warning in the same
the comoanv that it language used in foreign
violated the law
language ads
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publication today
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Concepcion homer lifts NL, AL strikes out again
By HAL BOCK
Al'Spoils Writer
MONTREAL AP
For the last 11 years, the
National League has
found a way to win the
All-Star Game. This year,
the American League
supplied the formula.
The frustrated
Americans had pledged
to win with speed on the
bases, tight defense and
tough relief pitching.
That combination, spiced
by Cincinnati shortstop

Dave Concepcion's tworun homer, was just how
the Nationals built their
4-1 triumph Tuesday
night.
Two vital statistics
spelled doom for the AL,
which now trails this
series 34-18 with one tie
and has lost 19 of the last
20 games.
Manager Billy Martin's
club struck out 10 times
against NL pitchers Steve
Rogers of Montreal,

Steve Carlton of
Philadelphia and Mario
Soto of Cincinruiti, and
left 11 runners on base.
"We had enough opportunities," Martin said.
"We just didn't
capitalize."
Concepcion did,
though, hitting a hanging
slider from Boston's Dennis Eckersley into the
left-field seats in the second inning to earn the
game's Most Valuable

Player trophy
The AL took a 1-0 lead
in the first against
Rogers,scoring on hits by
Oakland's Rickey
Henderson, who had
three singles, and George
Brett of Kansas City, a
wild pitch and a long
sacrifice fly by California's Reggie Jackson.
"Reggie was a little
under that ball or it could
have been 3-0," Rogers
said.
Boston's Eckersley

Owners
request
contract
extension
NEW YORK (AP) — A
request by National Football League club owners
that the current contract
be extended beyond
Thursday's deadline was
being considered by
union leaders as the two
sides met for a second
day in a row.
Jack Donlan, executive
director of the NFL
Management Council and
the club owners chief
negotiator, said if there is
no extension, no unsigned
player will be allowed into training camp.
Donlan said at last
count there were 99
rookies and 71 veterans
who had not been signed.
The Baltimore Colts will
be the first team to open
camp on Friday, with the
others to open next week.
Union negotiators
made no immediate
responsittk the extension
request,3tritl said it would
be discussed at today's
session.
Ed Garvey, the union's
executive director, said
as he understood
management's position,
unsigned veterans could
agree to accept a team's
latest offer, or 110 percent of last year's salary,
even after the July 15
deadline and still attend
training camp.
Rookies could also accept a team's last offer
after July 15 and report to
camp.
-But all the players
have to have signed contracts before they start
working out," Garvey
said.
The team owners at
Tuesday's session, the
first in more than a
month, presented a
package of proposals for
a new contract.
Management offered to
liberalize the game's free
agent system, increase
both minimum salaries
and postseason pay and
provide improved insurance benefits.
Players representatives, however, did not
like the offer.
"It's totally insulting,"
said Gene Upshaw of the
Oakland Raiders, president of the players
association.
Dick Berthelsen,
general counsel for the
union, said the offer was
"essentially the same as
they gave us in Miami in
February." He said that
according to his side's
calculations, the new offer would result "in the
owners spending less on
the players in 1982 than
they did in 1981."
Donlan, meanwhile,
saw the offer as a good
place to start bargaining.
"We took the existing
contract and built upon
It," said Donlan, after
presenting the package of
proposals during the first
of three planned days of
negotiations. "We feel
this proposal is a basis for
a settlement, but the
response from the union
was very distressing."
The owners' pay proposal, a $50,000 minimum
salary for a fifth-year
player and $30,000 for a
rookie, is, far less than
than $140,000 for fifthyear players and $75,000
for rookies that the
players war

-

LADY RACER CAMPERS — Murray State basketball coach Jean Smith
(left) demonstrates correct technique to these Murray girls during the recent
MSLI Girls Basketball Camp. Dribbling against defender Connie Spann is
Shelby Morgan while Lynne Koenecke (standing left) and Kelly Ridley look
on.
Photo by Barry Johnson

Frogs, Aces share
crown; older girls'
tourney continues
GIRLS SOFTBALL
An eight-run fifth inning launched the lower
division Frogs into a tie
for the league championship as they defeated the
Racers, 19-10, in the
season finale.
The Tuesday contest
wrapped up the year for
the lower division girls
with both the Frogs and
the Aces sharing the
championship with identical 8-2 records.
A home run and a triple
by Lisa Barnett along
with two triples by
Allison Carr and another
by P.J. Chadwick provided the winning edge for
the Frogs.
Stephanie Vanover led
the hard-fighting Racers,
2-8, with her two homers.
Teammate Michelle
Spann added a triple to
the losing effort.
The upper division girls
are closing in on Friday's
post-season championship game as the league

continues its' tournament
this week.
Tuesday action saw the
Flames remain
undefeated in the doubleelimination playoff,
blanking the Swingers,
14-0.
Valerie Gilbert crashed
the Swingers' pitching
with three doubles and a
single and Terri Roberts
and Cindy Williams each
had a triple. The Swingers were limited to
seven hits, one a double
by Jeanne Darnell.
The second game Tuesday produced a win for
the Aces, 11-4, over the
Stars. Cinty Spann hit a
homer and a triple and
Connie Spann and Sheri
Swift each hits triple.
The Stars were held
scoreless for the first four
innings until Kristi
Saladino drove in a pair
of runs with a double.
Mitzi Boggess also hit a
double for the losers.

mowed down the first five
NL batters but was having some control problems. He walked Dale
Murphy of Atlanta on
four pitches, bringing up
Concepcion.
"I felt I had lost a little," the Eckersley said.
"I gave Concepcion a
fastball and he fouled it
back. Then I went to a
slider and it was goodbye."
"I was looking for an
off-speed pitch," Concep,
cion said. "I guess I got
the head of the bat out on
it
In his last battingpractice swing, Concepcion had smashed a line
drive into Olympic
Stadium's lower left field
seats. Eckersley's pitch
wound up in almost the
same spot.
"Ife yanked it,"
Eckersley said.
was
Aping it would hook foul.
You know it's a bad pitch
when you throw it. You
say to yourself,'Break!".
Concepcion, who has
only one home run this
season, had put the NL in
front and Manager Tommy Lasorda of Los
Angeles thought the timing was every bit as important as the runs.
"When you have two
men out and nobody on
base and then you get two
runs, well, that's a big
lift," said Lasorda, 3-0 as
NL manager streak. "It

r

CONCEPCION
came at a very opportune
time."
An inning later, the NL
was back for more.
Pinch-hitter Ruppert
Jones of San Diego led off
with a triple that bounced
off the base of the wall in
right-center.
After Montreal's Tim
Raines walked and stole
second, Jones scored on
Pete Rose's sacrifice fly,
sliding across just ahead
of Jackson's strong throw
and tagging the plate
with his hand as Chicago
catcher Carlton Fisk
lunged to make the tag.
That made it 3-1 and
Carlton relieved Rogers
for the NL. He struck out
the side in the fourth,
stranding two runners he
had walked. In the fifth

he surrendered a single to
Henderson but then
started a double play on
Kansas City's Willie
Wilson, as the NI. erased
two of baseball's fastest
runners.
Soto relieved in the
sixth inning and the AL
trend continued — runners left on base and batters striking out. He permitted a leadoff single by
New York's Dave Winfield but mowed down the
next three hitters,
finishing the inning by
striking out Boston's Carl
Yastrzemski. But the Cincinnati right-hander saved his best show for the
seventh.
The Nationals had increased their lead to 4-1
in the sixth on a double by
Al Oliver and an RBI
single by Gary Carter as
the two Montreal teamm a t es gave- the
hometown crowd of 59,057
— third largest in All-Star
history — something to
shout about.
Detroit's lance Parrish opened the seventh
with a double for the AL.
Soto then struck out Kansas City's Frank White on
a changeup. Henderson
stroked his third single
and promptly stole second. But Soto fanned
Wilson and Texas' Buddy
Bell.
"I threw three
changeups to White,Soto said. "I started
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Wilson with a fastball and
then went back to the
change. Bell, I prew him
three or four -changeups
straight.
"When I'm in trouble, I
go back to my change.
I'm a fastball, change-up
pitcher. My change-up is
my second best pitch and
I have confidence in it."
The Al. wasn't done
quite yet. In the eighth,
Fernando Valenzuela
walked two batters and
San Francisco's Greg
Minton relieved. Parrish
hit a slow chopper over
the mound. St. Louis
shortstop Ozzie Smith,
who had replaced Concepcion, dashed in and
made a dazzling play to
end the inning, stranding
the ninth and 10th AL runners.
No. 11 came in the final
inning when Henderson
walked with one out.
Lasorda went to his
bullpen for the Dodgers'
Steve Howe, who retired
rookie Kent Hrbek of
Minnesota. Then Tom
Hume of Cincinnati came
on to get Bell, ending the
game.
Afterward, Lasorda
talked with Oakland's
Martin for a moment.
"I told him the victory
would be a lot sweeter if
we could have beat
somebody else." he said.
-That's because he's
such a nice guy and a
friend of mine."
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s time to fix football

The spreading use of - and dependency on - coNational Football League players and,
apparently, among many other professional
athletes, poses not only problems for the affected
leagues but, more broadly, for a nation whose
cynicism toward the things it once ungrudgingly admired is already much too great.
The full extent of the NFL's problems with cocaine is hard to determine. League officials say that
while only 17 of the league's 1,500 players have been
identified as "chemically dependent" on the drug.
-it was quite possible" that there were as many as
50 in that category. In addition, the league's assistant director of security and drug abuse
acknowledged that hundreds of NFL players may
be using the drug, many of them regularly.
Recently, in an article in Sports Illustrated, a
former NFL player charged that cocaine "now controls and corrupts the game." That charge is
generally regarded as somewhat exaggerated, but
there's no question that the issue, neglected by the
league until last year, is now regarded with the utmost seriousness.
For the league, there are two immediate con-

came among

I
.

4.11R mem mem mem mew

"It's not a fumble.., one of the players just dropped his cocaine."
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cerns - the general reputation of the game and its
pl§yers and, more specifically, the possibility that
player dependency on this expensive drug can be
converted by gamblers into the power to control the
outcome of games. There is no evidence yet that
any player has been paid - either with drugs or
cash - to throw a game, but league officials
acknowledge that the longer the problem persists,
the greater the chances that it will happen In the
meantime,there's no question that a number of prorru.sing careers have been ruined by cocaine use
Beyond those considerations - considerations
prirnarily for the NFL and the U.S. Justice Department, both of which are now investigating - is the
broader concern of a nation that is so deeply involved with professional football and its players.
Presumably no one believes any more in the
mythology of the morally innocent athlete, though
undoubtedly there are such athletes. Yet neither
will the nation tolerate a system in which the
typical player is regarded as a junkie playing only
for his fix.
(Reprinted by Permission of The Sacramento
Bee)
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Sensations remain same in hydros or cars
By MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
EVANSVILLE, Ind.
I AP) - When Chip
Ganassi peers over his
plexiglas windscreen at a
wall rushing toward him
at nearly 200 mph, he is in
his element.
When man and
machine are perfectly in
tune, Ganassi says the
feeling is almost surreal.
He imagines Chip
Hanauer feels the same
way when Hanauer roars
across a watery track
tucked inside the
fiberglass and aluminum
boat that doesn't so much
ride on the water as fly

across it.
He doesn't know, but he
would like to find out.
Driving an unlimited
hydroplane and an Indytype car are often compared, perhaps because
they are both the ultimate
tests in the respective
sports.
Those similarities led
to the two men meeting
and to a friendship. They
have the kinship of, as
Tom Wolfe put it in the
book "The Right Stuff,"
having been on the outside of the envelope.
"To be on that fine line
is very similar in all
sports," Ganassi said.

Rogers used drugs,
promises he'll quit
live up to that."
NEW ORLEANS AP
Rogers, who led the
- George Rogers, the
New Orleans Saints' No. 1 NFL in rushing and set a
draft choice and the Na- rookie record with 1,674
tional Football League's yards for the Saints last
Rookie of the Year, ad- season, said he undermits he has used cocaine went testing and treatment for drug abuse last
but won't do it again.
"I made a mistake and week at a Florida clinic.
His attorney Ed Holler
it will never happen
again," Rogers told a and Saints Coach Bum
news conference Tuesday Phillips also appeared at
in his first public the news conference, but
response to reports of his neither would answer any
questions regarding the
drug use.
"I am sorry for what I cocaine scandal surroundid," he said. "I made a ding the team and the
mistake, and I have to NFL.

-It's a feeling of floating
almost. Maybe a high.
It's being hooked up to
the machine,"
He and Hanauer first
met in May at Indianapolis. Ganassi
would eventually qualify
for the Indy 500 at a speed
of just over 197 miles per
hour, best among the extraordinarily large crop
of rookies at the Speedway in 1982.
Hanauer was taken to
Indy by his corporate
sponsor to promote his
sport - unlimited
hydroplane racing. The
two young bachelors hit it
off immediately.
"We sat around drawing paralells between the
two sports," Ganassi
said. "They are very
similar. We were trying
to figure out a way to get
a ride in each other's
machine."
There were similarities
other than the racing
itself. "The whole scene
in both sports is the
same," Ganassi said.
"People go through the
same rigamaroles. Life
on the road. Going to dinners and banquets."
Last Sunday, during a
visit to Thunder on the
Ohio - which Hanauer
eventually won Ganassi got to see just
how similar. It was the
first hydroplane race he
had ever seen.
"If you take away the
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Take Another Look at Jerry's

machine and the
medium, the racing is the
same," Ganassi said.
Many hydroplane
drivers got their start on
dirt tracks with
automobiles. There are
some examples of
established automobile
drivers trying the
thunder boats, notably
Salt Walther.
Ganassi, 24, has been
riding on or in some sort
of motorized vehicle
since he was 10, starting
with mob -cross and
graduating to Formula
Ford and finally Super
Vee before hitting the

championship cars.
Hanauer, 27, also
started at age 10 in the JHydro class. He, too,
moved up through the
ranks before joining the
unlimited circuit in 1976.
Though he has had only
one experience with boat
racing - a forgettable
off-shore race last year in
New Jersey - Ganassi
said the sports are
similar.
-Racing is simple,"
Ganassi claims.
"Whether it's a slot car or
a tank. It's man and
machine against another
man and machine."

Holton holds on,
wins MCC tourney
CHAMPIONSHIP FIJGHT
Mike Holton took a
60.74-143
Mke Holton
four-stroke lead, Satur- Horner Branch
73-71- IV
75-74-119
day, then stretched it to Joe Rearoad
75-75-159
Lyn.)&Miran
five on Sunday to win the Tom Meohlahom
1146-151
Murray. Country- Club Red Hove,*
Stentet
Men's Medal Play Tour- Larry Ratesa
3111-156
7740-157
Robert Bilhington
nament.
71-6-157
Stan Key
Holton's first-day, Tammy nate
71141- 155
7741-151
three-under par 69 gave Jerry Grogan
7741-151
Richard Kaagla
him a four-stroke lead TM.
77-6-110
644-112
over Homer Branch, sAssilleaale
Sat Villoassa
77.111-111
whose 38-35-73 round
PHISTFLIGUT
Saturday gave him sole
81.74-122
&Ph*(lea
possession of second go- Bob nke
11-77-51
Jim Boone
1040.-110
ing into Sunday's final •Mark
Blanlmnatuu
12.79-151
round.
Eddy Hunt
. 32.71-151
Young
42-71-151
However, despite Burton
Bill Bogard
5144-115
Holton's two-over 74 on Anthony Fite
83-32-01
Jones ..
1145- 10
Sunday, Branch faded as Trent
10-6-1111
Jones ..
well with a three-over par David Seminal_
1244-111
Frank Elesatim
12-6-147
finish.
ovs Orr
83-14-117
Holton won the cham- Marl Erwin
13-65-118
James Parker
01,4- 171
pionship flight with his 69- 'Won
142 place trophy by malchtrui
74-143 and successfully scorecards Eagk on number 1
dethroned defending .J.Berry SECCR4D FIJGHT. 16.114-14
champ E.W. -Red" •Rick Jones
84.88-04
'Gene Landutt
1514-10
Howe,Jr.
'•Phill Mc/tally
1714-171
Howe struggled with an Mal Bryan
1441-171
1146-171
eight-over-par 80 on Jahn C. Qtamterrnoto
Howard Steely
645-171
Saturday before trimm- Fbct Miller
17411-17$
. 1147-175
ing to a 74 for a 154 finish. Larrr Kromer
I1,C-1711
E W Denomon
He placed sixth overall.
Tommy Latimerr,
11141-171
1141-177
Boh Bamako
A momentous occas- Vernon
0-4-177
forpoon
sion occured in the first Holmes Ella
88.11-Ill
KO Parsons
0-12-171
flight when Mark Butch
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641-171
•Play cif soli be held et a lottr date
Blankenship carded an
-Won 4th place tlophy by matching
eagle on No.l. The second scoretairds
Par on nomber
THIRD macaw
flight also listed some exJohnny L:maks
32,41-173
citement when three Sam &pretend
9144-175
15-12-177
players - Jim Berry, 5,5 BrOt
Clayton Hargrove
1444-171
Rick Jones and -Gene is.
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1147
9241- MI
Landolt - tied at 169. A Bob McGaughey
Reddy Perker
55-8-Ill
playoff will be scheduled Rob MOP:,
9511-1114
Scott Setber
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at a later date.
1111-132
Delaney
Results for the Ted
Roger Haney
191-111-W4
111-1111-111
weekend tourney are as ROOM.Dunn
R161 Orr
111117-712
follows:

CORRECTION
In yesterday's paper an item in M71E-WORKMAN'S
al should have reed.
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South 12th Street
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Vidal Sassoon
Finishing Rinse

Original or extra gentle

Origin& or •xtra protection
801. bottle
$

Oil of Olay

at p.c a ea

68

Pond's Special
Dry Skin Cream
Or CM Cream

Moisterizing
Beauty lotion
large 6 oz. bottle

6.

Ladies Shorts

Gent 13.4 ox. Jar
Sale your choice

$459

Asst Styles
and colors
Reg $5.99

$388

Metamucil
Powder

Aqua-Fresh Toothpaste
•

OMR .111,46

•

Sole

Sole

Sale

Prices Good Through July 18th

II
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Vidal Sassoon
Shampoo
$ 1 68
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Giant 8.2 oz. tvbe

A natural fiber laxative
Giant 21 oz.
Sole $

1 39

so,.$588

Riopan Liquid
Antacid

L'Oreal
Preference
Hair Color

120:. Bottle

mple,"
ims.
t car or
m and
another

Sale11 66
Geritol Tablets
Nigh potency Iron
and Vitamin Tobtets
100 tablets

Sole

n
CLadies Dress
Shoes
5 Styles Sizes 5-10

$278

NEW!Lodies Choice
Super Dry
Solid Anti-Perspirant

ey

14347

250

0OFF

ri

Ladies Beach Thongs $ 166
Reg. $1_99
SALE

"Goes on dry to
keep you dry"
Reg., Unscented Fresh
2 oz.

110.74-143
7175- Id
73-74-10
75-75-19
N./S-151

.774/-157
....7741-157
....1141- 151
.77.11-151
....7741-151
....7741-110
*14-112
7741-10

100% Polyester Reg
$16.99
Comfort stretch

$288

38

sd.$

Tronolane

Bausch 8, Lomb
Saline Solution

„..111.71-115

.130-10
- 60-111
... 1371-Ill

For soh contact lenses
1202.

7ilane
Tron7711.1.1

Relieves Hemorrhoid
pain immediately cream

Trunoiane

Suppositories
Box of 20

20:. tabs

$129

$1)46

0411-111

$218

111111-117
041- 117
....041-10
Di-1/
67 a/WV*
w 1

Sale

Sate

A

,a11

Jergens
Aloe & Lanolin
Lotion

Sale

1144-60
Mai-10
641-10
1714-171
60-171
041-171
041-11 1
6111-175
041-175
1142-171
111111-171
1.41-177
00-177
00-171

Uncle Jeff's Hardware Dept.

.A Kellogg Vegetable
and Dish Brush
Ideal for 'rubbing vegetables

No. 225

60-171
174.1.
by malcians
ow 1.

Sale

49

Fairgrove
Steamer Basket

ittiess=zr

Stointessd steel with
lift eat Hog
fits all sauce pots
No 994

....11141-173

....11411-111
....11141-111
040-112
041-10
141-111-60
112-10.-211
114147-215

$1 28
Fairgrove
Stainless Steel
Peeler
8 oz bottle

Sole

Quick Way Latex
Outside House Paint
Many

C010.13

Swivel Blade
No. 785

J Wax Liquid
Kit Car Cleaner
shines
Was cleans
with paste wax protection

16 oz. $ 1 77
Sale49;

Fairgrove
Corn Skewers

"Smurf//
Gift Wrap

Little
Clipper
12 Volt Lawn
Tractor Battery

Nickle plated pens
with decorative
plastic handles
Set of 6
No. 198

Heavy weight paper
30" wide 15 sq. h.
No. ED6925

5%
Sevin
Garden
Dust
4 LB. Beg

Handi-Bag Plastic
Food Storage Containers
Wool for heeling Sr storing
No. 21104
Pack of 4 11
2 pints
/
No. 21003
Pock of 3
911011

/IV
Presto
Pressure Cooker
Cooks 3to 10 times
foster. losinectios
Recipe hook OChosfol
• No. 01250 6 er.

"Smurf"
Party Pack
contains 8 plates, 8 cups,
11 napkins 1 large tale cover
No 9935

MM.
Rectangular
Dish Pan

$377
Sole

Rubbermaid
RechingOar Dish Pon
Asst. Colors
2"
/
2"x 131
/
Size 111
No. 2951

Red Oak Porch Swings
complete with Hardwere

4 Ft

-wwwa.34

5 Ft $
67

.
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Cefifvnio Neal

Vital

BATH TISSUE
4 Rell

THIN SUCED
MEATS

SUGAR

29t

LMUC

111
Need

LS
1
4 at
2/

NMI One Filed Chick-Oil BMW Ceding
. ,811i

ib% One RINI Chock-C

WWII One Rileel

IL

BIG JOHN'S MEATS ARE THE S
BEST & PRICED RIGHT 11 GUARANTEED
,t.11N1111
B2S
.
fs

law VIA Reg

SAME
RIBS .169

LB

12 or

chalk
BRAUNSCHWEIGER

$149

FRYER
BREASTS

TOP ROUND
LB $109
STEAK

p129

Kingsford Pork-Veal or

CHUCKWAGON
PATTIES

$139
V

PORK CUTLETS Le 179

WIENERS

12 sz

BOTTOMROUND
ut $199
STEAK

CHECK OUT THESE VALUES AT BIG JOHNS
Hof Shot

Merit

FLY B. MOSQUITO $479 vo TEA BAGS
SPRAY
oz
Keehler Honest Graham or

CINNAMON
CRISP

l4 oz

Mrs Paul's

ONION
RINGS

1/ Banquet
CREAM
Si29
PIES

POTATOES

14 oz

69'

Van Cam

WEENIE

9 oz

$139 V

16 oz

Pillsbury

99$ ,
t BEANI

FUDGE BROWNIE $439

MIX

22 oz

Pet Ritz

PIE SHELLS

2 CI

8 oz
General Foods

tit&?ILL

10 et

24 oz

JELL-O

sioo fr

YOU GET
ONE

Basqust

FRIED
HICKEN

69'

Heiferz

Downy Flake

WAFFLES

Hungry Jack

loo et 129 vo INSTANT

&Pie 60s Os

STAMP
FOR EVERY
DOLLAR YOU
SPEND AT
BIG JOHNS

BONELESS MINUTE
STEAK
Le. $269

$129

MAC 1
MEE

FRBONUEE
S

Ls $2°9

Big John Super Tender

Adis Proloogoer
14 or

s.
79T,

Big John Soper Tender

FRYER
DRUMSTICKS

*Fe .

Easy-to-Cook

Mg John Soper Tender

FRYER
Is 79
' THIGH
S

$129

ROUND
STEAK

$139 BONELESS ROUNDLs $199
STEAK

Oos Inspoelegi Family Pak

12 az

PATTIE

Big John Soper Timer

kisPoWd Family Pak

FLI4 INCH
MEATS

%Oohs Sow To& Owl.

$ 79 MIX 18 909

Inspeeled Family Pak

SUCED
BACON

Fresh &reed Besf

269

bra IP

31
3 oz
I

West he Regular Cut

FRENCH
FRIES

Armour
SLB

$1"

V° GLAD WRAP

100 Ft 79t

TREET

12 oz

$139 V'

Crass A Wow

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Ii

SIM

30.
91.

RES

COP

l

4GF 5-11 THF. 141 RR 41 .I,. LEDGER & TIMES. Seder-oda). Jul) 14.1942

Coitalla liii

VELVEETA

ED LETTUCE

INSTANT TEA

28: 4259

owl
*Ilona Red Chick-Oat Bones Certificate

With One Filled Check-Oist Bones Certificate

3a
Jut

169

With One Filled Check-Out Bonus Certifies*

With On RIM Chick-Out Rom

HE SHOP 8. COMPARE SEE HOW
YOU SAVE AT BIG JOHN!
%TEED
cut

09V
,
IOW
MaC3MII, &
CNPV

DInr1H'

C=10
ovt-waron.
Cneese Donne,

ke
CHEESE

-s
.

This Ad Is Good July 14 Thru July 20

DINNER

V

GREEN BEANS

4
,1

::sloo

7 az
Save

60 On Tine

BIG JOHN NAS THE LOWE
SHELF PRICES EVERY DAY

YOU GET
ONE

79

FREE
BONUS

Hyde PaT
rk
Blue Bonnet

MARGARINE

SAL

26 oz

hnquel

PAPER
CHICKEN NOODLE
SOUP
mi. 29' TOWELS

WHY PAYI: 11°-.47,
MORE
THAN
BIG JOHN guirii
lat
I7
ONIONS
SELLS FOR??
LB

L., Roll 58'

fn7xTg
Kraft

t69

,T

Hyde Park

Campbells

K
'

WHITE
RAPES

1 U3 584

it\c4
ckitorax•
-...

fi0;h-icArn

UMW

19t

ROYAL
$ 1 49 PLUS DEPOSIT
8 pk. 16oz.
STAMP • CROWN
Colo
FOR EVERY
Hyde Park
DOLLAR YOU Hyde Park
MEDIUM
SPEND AT POT PIES
6 oz 28'
RICE
Le 38'
BIG JOHNS

Aurgetet

GARDEN
FRESH Pum- DUCE

ITAUAN
,DRESSING

Generic

8.88'

CANNED SOFT
DRINKS
12. 19'

is. 29'

TIDE

Showboat

SPAGHETTI

trn

COPY

AVAILARLE

88'

IS' Off label

Gold Modal

FLOUR

20 oz

SIB

$118
v

PURE)t
BLEACH

Gallon

80'

iii
Hi
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Richardson to visit local church
The Rev. Nelton A.
Richardson. along with
his wife and 14 others,
from Trinidad, West Indies, will arrive at the
Elm Grove Baptist
Church on Thursday for
an 11-day stay in ..this
area.
This is the second visit
for Richardson to the
United States and to Kentucky.
The "Flavinney Fal111-

ly ," a group of young people, will accompany
Richardson. They also
will sing in several area
churches with the following schedule:
Friday night at
Lewisburg. Saturday at
Olive Baptist Church
near Fairdealing. Sunday
morning at Elm Grove
Baptist Church and concert at 2 p.m. Sunday
evening at First Baptist

The Flavinney Family

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Josh
4 Office pertonne'
9 Pale
12 Macaw
13 Name
14 Mature
15 Liquid
RVINSUre

17 Color
19 Grants use of
21 Hindu
cymbals
22 Castile, ic
24 Still
26 Promise
29 Tree of birch
family
31 Marry
33 Armed conflict
34 Cyprinoicl
fish
35 Drink slowly
37 Pinch
39 Italian river
40 Seine
42 Soft Moe
44 City of light
46 Jog
48 Ethiopian
title
50 Deities
51 Soup of a
son
53 Spirited
horse
55 Mend
58 Acquiesce
61 Cloth
measure
62 Clock faces
64 Row
65 'Sweet treat
66 Costly fur
67 Pigpen
DOWN
164

of eizz
2 A Ciershwin
3 Love song
4 POrtiC0

5 Thin, hard
and brittle
6 Neer
7 Soar
8 Distance
MOSSUIOS

9 Rounder
10 Time gone b
11 Recent
16 Runs easily
18 Ordinance
20 Stitch
22 James of
Louis
23 More ancient
25 Decimal
number
27 Swift
28 Waste matter
30 Tear
32 Plunge
36 Equality

ASSWer

to Tseeday's Pestle

COM CALL OD
OVUM MUM CCU
OMIONUM UU
MUGU MOM
OWEIDUCOU WU
COMM MUM COO
MO ILIBUOUBM 00
UM CCU WOMOU
OE MUDIRMUMU
DEICE/ ORME
CO GU MEMO
UM IMMO UM=
OM CUM DU=
38 Book parts
41 Upend
43 Dance step
45 Cowboy
contests
47 Pekoe
49 Bog down
52 Helps

54 Actual bong
55 Corded cloth
58 Yallc
57 inlet
59 "King Cole
60 Attempt
63 Hebrew
month

I HOPE YOU APPRECIATE
W FlXIN6 YOUR SUPPER
FOR YOU EVERY NI6HT...
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- -7-Church, Murray
Monday at West Liber- .1. Mho
ty
Wednesday at
Memorial Baptist
bws 5 senores? CallI
Church, Murray Thurs759-4444 for em beday at Second Baptist
sipereseemal aeaseap te
Church, Greenville. Friday at Hebron Baptist
boobies year dal.
Church, Eddyville, where
Orldroo's tops 159the Rev. Joe Pat Win4445.
chester is pastor
Saturday, July 24, at
The Smoke
the Bitterest Baptist
Church, Hopkinsville
Shop
Sunday, July 25, at Pilot
Kerrey f Etchesive
Oak Baptist Church,
T Meet o Shop"
Water Valley, morning
service, and at Westside
Olympic Pala
Baptist Church, Murray,
evening service.
limp Tot packages II
The Rev. Nelton
•
glare available it
Richardson will speak at
CARTER STUDIO
Elm Grove Baptist
IOC" 0.1.n 7s) 17911
Church on July 18 at morning service. On July 25
M
1. G Complete Glass
he will speak at morning
Co has a complete line
service at Pilot Oak
of glass, plexiglass, and
Church and at evening
mirrors. We install auto
service at Kevil Baptist
glass and replace side
Church.
mirrors, for cars and
trucks. We install
Two other ministers
aluminum store fronts,
will be with the group and
plate glass, and in
also will be preaching
sulated glass
We fix
while in the area.
storm windows, storm
The Rev. Kenneth
doors, and screens. We
Richardson will preach at cut glass table tops,
mirrors, and window
Oak Grove Baptist
glass. We also repair
Church near Hazel on
and replace patio door
Sunday morning, July 18. glass. M & G Glass Co
On July 25 he will preach
816 Coldwater Rd 753
at the morning service at 0180 or 753 2798
Hardin Baptist Church
and at the evening service at Poplar Spring
1 9 7 1 ANC
Baptist Church.
HORNET,
asking
The Rev. Angus Mike
$800.00 will conwill preach at New
Palestine Baptist Church,
sider best offer.
Crofton, for the morning
Call 753-8907
service and at Bitterest
after 5 p.m.
Baptist Church for evening service, both on July
25.
RUSH CATFISH FARM
The pastor of the Elm
& HATCHERY. Pay
Grove Baptist Church,
Lake now open. Also
the Rev. Calvin Wilkins,
live or dressed fish and
invites the people of this
fingerlings
Mayfield,
247.7410.
area to attend one of the
services to hear this
group from Trinidad.
Wilkins has been to the
FOR SALE
island of Trinidad five
18 ft. Wilderness
times to work in Baptist
churches there.
Camper. Self con-

l

Olivier to appear
LONDON (AP)- Lord
Laurence Olivier will portray "King Lear" for the
first time in 36 years, taking the part of the tragic
hero who is betrayed by
two of his daughters in a
new British television
production of the
Shakespearian play.
The 75-year-old actor,
who last played the part
at London's Old Vic
Theater in 1946, will produce the play on Britain's
ITV network, rival to the
publicly funded British
Broadcasting Coro.
NATURALLY..

tained, clean.
489-2538. Call
after 10 a.m.
anytime.

BAD CREDIT?
Receive a Mastercard
Of' Visa with no credit
check. Guaranteed eve*
11 yOU have bad credit,
no credit, or have been
bankrupt
For Free
Brochure call U S
Credit Data, TOLL
FREE 1.800 441 1531
Anytime

SWEET COIN
no-. Ni. pee none
flesh or helm. Cell
eiryiime we hem Newry
492-073$

Shirley Florist
Garden
Center
502 North
hearth Street
Memy, Kantecky
42071
Phone 753-3251

Murray Head Start has
openings available for
three and four year old
children for Me 1982-83
school year due to an
expansion of the pro
gram. A preregistration will be held
on Monday. July 19,
1982, between 9a.m. and
4p.m. Head Start is
located in the Early
Childhood Center on
Murray State University campus Head Start
is a federally funded
program serving preschool children. This
program serves
primarily low-income
families, and anyone
wishing to pre-register
is asked to bring income
verification with them
when they come. Parents needing more information about preregistration of the program are encouraged to
call Judy Whitten,
Director, 753- 4153, between 88.m. and 4p.m.,
Monday through
Friday

SPECIAL
Smith L Weise,
44 Magnum in
presentation box, 6'7
inch barrel!, blue

NOTICE
Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger & Times
are 8 a.m. - 5
p.m. Monday
through Friday;
Saturday 8- I 2.

$397
They do not melte
this model anymore

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 AM to
9 PM Doily
1 PM to 6 PM Sunday
753-7113

MERE
HAVE A
BrrE!

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
Den Wesson
6 inch horrid!
357 Cal.

$225
Vernon's
Western
Store

WHEN YOU PAY IT
BACK,DIG UP THE
ROCK

I'D LIKE TO

BORROW $3

Plaza
Open 9AM to
9PM Doily
1PM to
6PM bonds/
753-7113

Olympic

1-04.1
6.
51•6
.

I DON'T KNOW
WHAT TO DO WITN
NW WALLET
WNEN I TAKE
A SHOWER

LEAVE IT ON
THE SHELF,
I'LL WATCH
IT

JUST LIE STILL
AND 5E CS-HET

No,BLIT IT'LL
HELD ME

The Apple Tree School
will be open on Friday
and Saturday nights
from 6.30-1130 to provide quality child care
for children two and
Special coupons
older
will be available for
restaurant and theater
discounts
Whatever
activity you have plan
fled, let us help make
your evening out even
more enjoyable
Call
753-9356 for more
information

tba

osteSs

AEROBIC
FITNESS/DIET
CENTER
NOTANIANCOOM.

0111.114INCE.14004-E BAOUN,..THE
AWAY LOS*, HIM,,. ANY HINT CC
FOUL PLAY.. 5.CuL0 Prefer YOu
PATIENCE.MY MEDICINE'S
WEAKeNiN6HIM.

NOTICE
Per year memeiewee. km
WINN free ow Saes Dept
MI be et ear Ammon
hem 6:011 PR le COO I*
ea Roe/eye Smedley,
Thursdays eel Friderys.
POIDOMS,
PONTIAC CADIU.AC
1404 N. Ilia
153-5111

Sealed bide MN be
reteivol el tbe Callowoy
Coney lead of Educetim
Office, Ian SOO, 2110 Cal•
lege Fern Reed, WS 940
se. ea friday MB 13,
1912 for fuesisbiag seat
gad west prodect. to Me
cafeterias of the CaSetrey
Comfy Scheel System lid
firms wely I. obtaieel
tlie office .4 16. Ned Serbe mailvice Direct*, et
ad
nitoteff
Seaford bids will be
received M tIe Callowey
Comity lewd of Edeicatioe
Office, Iles 800, 2110 Caller, Fent Rood, sea 940
e.w. ise Friday koly 23,
1912 for foraislieg feed
eel seogliei to the
cafeterias of tie Callemr.
Cienty Schools Sid forms
may be obtaieed it the
Callowm Cosiffy Seen/ of
fulecatiee Office or iria be
..led mem nerviest.

3. Card of Thanks
We wish to express our
thanks and appreciation
to our Ky relatives and
friends for every expres
sion of sympathy during
our recent sorrow and
also to Max Churchill
Funeral Home for their
services We are indeed
grateful and love you
God Bless You, The
Family of Coy Robinson

WI PSI:SSW CONNINPACIlsoi,
••ININN • NAN..• NU.. UP
lemseasei 101 MN
Cell Tell Preis

1-1004214126
•.T.1.11142.14.1;"..1....

IS. Articles for Sale
Boys 20in, bike good
condition $15. Call 759
1979 ask for Jackie
Columbia F 2 antique
Victrola with record
chspensor and records.
Call 753 9235
Upright freezer 15.5 Cu
ft
in excellent condi
lion
Buyer must
pickup Call 759 4771

A large dinette table
and leaf with wood
grain formica top and 6
chairs_ Hoover upright
vacuum. 753 0309.
Dinette table, leaf with
wood grain formica top
and 4 chairs, T
magazine stand. 7538010.
Eight piece living room
set good condition ,$400
Call 759 4700 after
5p.m., days 753,7889
Ten piece beige den pit
group regular $1300 .
will sacrifice for $650
Call 437.4975 or 437,019.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

F irewood
$22
pe
436 2292
SPIRIT COOIS011
PIANO FOS SAWS
Neenul nispermila party to
mks ever pima. Caw be
mem locally. ISOM NW
Pewee, Ns 311, Carlyle,
Ilhien, 62231.

Golf eqi.
woods. 1
woods, 1
wood
medium
2-5 irons.
iron, 2 pi.
women's
100, I pa
shoes $
equipmen
excellent
753-7427.
Helium I
string fo
Ilin. hI
colors I
anni versa

INFLATION
PRICES
Pioneer, Sony,
Sanyo, Majestic,
Oilaratta car storess.

World of Used

OCC anion!

Expert ermine 22 years be
beerwins

Old chel
mint con
wicker se
9401.
Pool tat
game for
Sawdust
Shoemake
Hwy 22 N
Tenn. 901
5p.m. 901
Two gara
wood par
Exceller
$300. Call'.
Used lu
2x6x 16,
grooved.)
Victoria
juicer 1
Spiral 1
screen
Hdw.-Par

753-5865
MEM.
,

Top 100 Nits, tapes

end
LIST

Mitoses

$1.95

NOW

ONLY
$6.99. This week on-

ly.
WORLD Of SOUND
2225. 121-k

23. Exterminating

27. Mobile

Factory Sale's
and Service
500 Maple St.
759-4801
under Non
Monopiement

19. Farm Equipment

6. Help Wanted

22, Muskal

Dental Assistant minimum high school
education, likes helping
others and enjoys
working with your
hands. Send resume to:
PO Box 1040C Murray,
Ky. 42071.
EXECUTIVE
LEGAL
- SECRETARY
Forward complete re.
su me listing
qualifications, experience, references
and salary expectation
to P. 0. Box 789 Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
Experienced machanic,
experienced body man
needed. Apply in person
2095, 7th St. 753.7333.
Five salesmen currently earning an excess of
$18,000 who would like
an additional $10,000.
income without conflict
with present job. 7535561.
Paducah Pepsi-Cola is
seeking general sales
manager. We offer a
challenging position
with excellent growth
potential Salary in the
upper $20,000. range,
plus bonus
Company
car, expense account,
extensive training program and fringe benefits. Responsible for
sales marketing
strategies, and development of sales personnel. Advancement
depends on your per•
formance and desire to
move ahead. Degree in
marketing or business
pr.eferred. Apply in
person Paducah PepsiCola Co 3000 Beltline
Paducah, Ky.
RN or LPN position
available for 7 to 3 shift.
The person chosen
would be in charge of 5C
intermediate care re
sidents with 6 em
oloyees under his•her
supervision
Excellent
salary and benefits
available Call or apply
in person at Care Inn
502-247 0200
Tired! Broke! Blue!
Sell toys, gifts until
December. Fun job,
party plan, free kit.
House of Lloyd.
759,4807.
Wanted: Mature. re•
sponsible adult to keep 5
month old baby, in our
home. Must have re.
ferences Write PO Box
10400 Murray. Ky
42071

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

PROPERTY at 3rd and
Sycamore with 6 bay
concrete blot* building,
with all utilities and
paved parking lot
Property can be used
for any type business
Will take car or pickup
Owner will
on trade
finance
Paducah 53.4
C' 1343

24.Miscel

0.
16. Home Furnishings

Lost, female redish
brown miniature
Dachshund
No collar.
Lost in area of Stella
and airport Days 753.
24150, evenings 759-1718.
Reward for return
Reward for black
leather jacket lost in
Coles Campground
area. Call 753-2603.

5. Lost and Found

V. musical

Redworm raising bus,
ness for sale
Good
potential e3e 2102

For sale HD6 AC dozer
power shift very good
condition. Nearly new
under carriage. 16ft. AC
hydrolic fold disc. Call
after 6p.m. 492-8790.
John Deere 2 row
planter, good condition.
Used roofing tin sheets.
1977 Grand Prix loaded
$3100.901-642.3174.
Two row John Deere
corn planter excellent
condition. Buy now and
get a bargain. 753-5561.

13. For Sale or Trade

red

4c141111Lts

13. For Sale Traoe

1. Notice

2. Notice

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753.3914
S.

24. Miscellaneous
17ff. Fiberglass cabin
cruiser, motor and
trailer $1500. Roof
mount air and heat 5125.
Window mount 220 air
conditioner 5125
4362506.
4ft. x Oft. Flashing
arrow sign. Must sell.
Sacrifice. 502-529-2721.
6ft. Ferguson moving
machine in good condition. Will sell cheap.
437-4394.
Approximately 2500
desert sand brick also
1975 Chevrolet 34 ton
4-wheel drive truck.
437.4911.
Early - ArrieriCail ?KV'
and 1 occasional chair
Call after 5p.m
753-9274.
For sale AA Kirby and
Electrolux vacuum
cleaners, with at
tachments. Good as
new. Call Paris 901 6427473-

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray will accept
sealed bids for one 25,000 pound
roll-off hoist to be used by the
Sanitation Department. Specifications are available at the office of
the City Clerk, 5th & Poplar
Streets, Murray, Ky. Sealed bids
ore to be delivered to the City
Clerk's Office by 4:00 p.m., Thursday, July 29, 1982. The Murray City Council reserves the right to accept the lowest or best bid or to reject any or all bids submitted.

NOTICE
TVA TIMBER FOR SALE
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for
sale two tracts of standing hardwood timber
containing an estimated 1,136,280 board feet
of sawtimber and 1,579 cords of poletimber
and one tract of standing pile poletimber
containing an estimated 1,000 cords. The
three timber sale areas are in Land Between
The Lakes located as follows:
Work Area 26 sale contains an estimated
1,000 cords of PINE poletimber and is
located approximately 4 miles north of U. S.
Highway 68 adjacent to public road 153 in
Trigg County. Kentucky.
Work Area 44 sale contains selectively
marked hardwood timber estimated at
269,091 board feet of sawtimber and 573
cords of poletimber and is located approximately 10 miles south of U. S. Highway 68 in
the vicinity of Rushing Creek Campground
in Trigg County, Kentucky, and Stewart
County, Tennessee.
Work Area 53 sale contains selectively
marked hardwood timber estimated at
867,189 board feet of sawtimber and 1,006
cords of poletimber and is located approximately 10 miles northwest of Dover In
Stewart County, Tennessee,
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest
and Open Land Management Section, Land
Between The Lakes, Tennessee Valley
Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, until 10 a.m., Central Daylight Time, August 5,
1982.
Parties Interested in inspecting the
aforementioned timber should contact the
above office. Office hours are 700 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.. Monday through Friday.
Bid
forms and detailed information may be obtained from the Forest and Open Land
Management Section, Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231,
telephone number 502/924-5602.
4"
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12X50 Al
autifull
mobile It,
east of
utilities
water, frf
1 year $5.
let this or
Must sel
week. Cal
9a . m 5p
after 5p ry
1971 12x61
with cer
heat $21
bottles. 49
1972 12x6
2 bath, 2
extras is:
1 2 x 6 5 1.
bedroom,
all new
and door!
753-4340.

2$. Mobile

12x50 Fu
1.5
Murray
month,
Call 753 98
A 2 or 3
furniture
air condi
$150 per
Oaks 753 5
Nice 2 b
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No pets. 41
Nice hou
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753-6044.
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nished
mobile
furniture
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21. Miscellaneous

CONS011
8011 SAO,
wails ploy te
nom. Caw be
Whim Mr.
321. Cart*,

ITIOM
ICES
tor,

Sony,
Majestic,
ii stereos.
of Sound
• 22 yew/ Ye

-51165

Nits, topes
ass $1.95
IW
ONLY
is week on3F SOUND
. 129

NwAesfor Rent

32. Apts. For Rent

43. Real Estate

Firewood cut to order Furnished apartments. Murray High teacher
$22
per rick
Call efficiency, 1 or 2 bed- would like to rent 3 or 4
436 2292
Also sleeping bedroom home
room
Cali
rooms_ Zimmerman 753-0763
Golf equipment: 2-041 Apts S 16th 753 6609
Newly redecorated two
woods, 1.462 woOd, 2 .
743 HILLDALE APART
bedroom, stove and
Wiwi Caen pi(war
woods, 1414 wood, 1-1095
MENTS HARDIN, KY
refrigerator furnished,
lepers tree Iverywitore
wood
2 club bags Now
taking applications quiet street. Highest
146661.
Wyk* Sews I
medium size. 2. 3 irons, On site for
Section 8, heat bill under 530. 5185
1912 Colduster toed
2-5 irons, 1.7 iron. 1 8
rent - subsidized apart- plus security 753'8198
1116mry, 11661vciy 421171
iron, 2 putters 1 pair of
ments. 1, 2. & 3 be
Three bedroom house
(557) 753-6151
women's golf shoes site drooms Apply
Hilldale near Ky
Lake Corn
6861666
100, 1 pair of men's golf
Apartments, Hardin.
shoes size 100
105 5. 1111101011
All Equal Housing pletely furnished.
washer
-dryer
included
equipment in good to Opportunity
Inter
753 8964 after 5p m
excellent shape
Call
Wawa & leaded
Deposit required
753 7427.
FOR RENT
Three bedroom brick
Helium Balloons on a
An office, business or
kinitifel furnished
house near Coldwater
string for sale 9 and
residence could be
Call 4419-2581.
1 1 in. sizes. Asserted
oportaatt for 4 colyours at this desirable
colors for birthdays,
lege girls or boys also -Three bedroom, brick, location Zoned B 4 and
central air, two baths,
anniversaries, and all
1 MI 2 bedroom
occassions. 753 0817
fireplace, carpets, ap has an assumable loan
oportmeots. Swam, pliances, near Univers Don't miss this oppor
Old chestnut ice box
tunity $35,000
KOP
ontl foN neer Universiity. 759-9577,753-2649"
mint condition, 3 piece
PERUD REALTY
ty. Phone 753-5365
wicker set. Call 901 644,
Three bedroom, 2 bath 753 1222.,
9401.
home, dining room,
Sr 753-51011 utter
HOUSE OF THE
utility, central heat, air
Pool table and video
5:30 p.m.
condition. 753 4091
game for sale 753.8056
Reduced for quick sale
Sawdust
Will deliver. Kentucky Lake Three bedroom house only $11,500. This re
Shoemaker 1,,umber Co. waterfront-1 bedroom $175. per month. Call cently re modeled home
Hwy 22 North McKenzie, furnished condo, on 753-5750
has many large rooms,
Tenn. 901 - 352-5777, after ground level in 4-unit
located south of
37.
Livestock-Supplies
5p.m. 901 352 3632.
Call today
Murray
bldg. Air-cond., color
Two garage doors 10x7ft TV, concrete launch Horses boarded
Pas Spann Realty Assoc
Stalls $30. 753-7724
wood panel with glass. ramp, pier, quiet area lure $20
Limited space. 753 3010
Excellent condition. near Murray, KY
Taxes, insurance and Quarter horses 14 re
$300. Call 753-5812.
utilities
5240.
yr.
514,900
gistered
Western
Used lumber 2x4x 16,
pleasure and cutting
2x 6 x 16, 1x6 tongue Phone; 812.295.2648.
One and 2 bedroom blood lines. Prices start
grooved. 753 5561.
and up. 901-642
Victoria 200 tomato apartments near down $500
juicer $25.99, grape town Murray. 753-4109, 3174.
Spiral S6.99, berry 762-6650 or 436-2844.
38. Pets Supplies
screen $8.99. Wa I len One bedroom efficiency
Unusually fine
apartment for girls. AKC Registered Cocker
Hdw. Paris, Tenn.
Partial utilities paid. No Spaniel male puppies. 8
quality duplex,
27. Mobile Home Sales
Pets. 595. monthly. 753 months old. Had shots.
rents for $5009741.
Call 753-3015.
12650 All electric be
month. Disposal,
autifully decorated One bedroom efficiency For sale (PR) UKC
range,
carpeted,
private
bath
Registered Pit Bull
mobile home. 1.5 miles
refrigerator and
Terrier pups. Excellent
east of Murray. Low $95 monthly, plus de
dishwasher each
utilities. $3750. Free posit Across from col- blood lines. 901-642-5709.
lege.
753-4793
after
water, free spot rent for
For sale Yorkshire
'Side. 1,800 sq. ft. of
1 year $540. value. Don't 40.m
'Terriers 2 males 6
living area. Priced
let this one pass you by.
months old. 753.8046.
at $64,900. KOPMust sell in the next
Free healthy and lively
PERUD REALTY
week. Call 753-8835 from
6 week old kittens. 4
753-1222.
9a.m. 5p.m. 753 9829
males, 2 females. 436after 5p.m.
2444
1971 12x60 mobile home
Almost new, two
Quality built 3 bedroom
Produce
with central air and
brick home with central
bedroom duplex conheat. 52995. 150 Avon
Blackberries for sale $5 gas heat, central air, all
bottles. 492-8462.
trol vocumn, central
gallon Call 759-1080
appliances. Neatly
1972 12x65 Mobile home
air and heat wall to
landscaped with fenced 2 bath, 2 bedroom, bar,
41, Public Sale
in backyard. Located in
TV,
carpet,
cable
wall
extras. 753 9872.
anterbury Estates.
refrigerator
12x65 1972 Bravo 3
1
New on the market and
dishwasher and stove.
bedroom, 2 full baths,
riced at $64,900.
all new storm windows
KOPPERUD REALTY
Coil 759-4406.
and doors. 8x32ft. deck.
• 753-1227
753-43/0

Street.
Realty

1
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sting
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glass cabin
notor and
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sd heat $125.
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on moving
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sell cheap.

stely 2500
brick also
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lye truck.

rTeafi
iional chair
er 5p m.

Kirby and
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with at
Good as
aris 901 -642-

r

accept
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by the
ecificaIffice of
Poplar
ed bids
he City
, Thurs.
irray Ciit to cm)r to red.

7531222

For
Rent

40.

Yard
Sale

28. Mobile Home Rentals
12x50 Furnished moble
home 1.5 miles east of
Murray. 5100. per
month, $100. deposit.
Call 753'9829.
A 2 or 3 bedroom new
furniture and carpet,
air conditioned 585. to
$150 per month. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray.
No pets_ 489-2611.
Nice house trailer for
rent. Will sell like rent.
752-60,
14.
Two 2 bedroom furnished or unfurnished
mobile homes. New
furniture and carpet,
air condition. Rent
585.-5150. Shady Oaks.
753,5209

X. Business Rentals

Custom Built
Portoble
Just off Hwy. 121 S. At
Cherry Corners.
753-0534
753-1372
Four car shop for rent
753860601' 753 9997

Afers for
id timber
oard feet
iletirnber
ietimber
rds. The
Between

Mini
Worithosiso
Stomp Space
For Rent
753-475S

stimated
and is
h of U.S.
id 153 in

All electric fully fur
nished efficiency apartment 2 /
1
2 blocks from
MSU S110 per month,
$110 deposit Call 7539829 after 5p.m.
All electric furnished 3
room apartment $165.
per month utilities fur
nished. Available Aug
1st. Call 75.3,9829 after
Sp.m.
Extra nice 1 bedroom
furnished apartment. 1
Vs block from Univers
ity. Open now. Call
753.2967 after Sp m

lectively
lated at
and 573
approxway 68 in
ipground
Stewart

lectively
iated at
ind 1,006
. 8pprox)over In

IC Forest

on, Land
Valley
12231, unkugust 5,

.ing the
stact the

I a.m, to
lay. Bid

iy be oben Land
een The

r

42131,

Furnished apartment 3
rooms and bath. Private entrance and garage Prefer 1 person No
pets. Available now.
Call 7511293.

One bedroom furnished
apartment 753.3949
One bedroom an
furnished apartMent
Panorama Shores. Kitchen furnished. 436.2484
after 5p.m.
Small apartment on
Blood River lake $60
per month
Call
436-2427.
Two bedroom apart
ment non•furnished,
across from college.
$185. a month plus
deposit_ 753.4793 after
4p.m.
Two bedroom apart
ment furnished or un
furnished. Lease and
deposit. Call 753-9208
after 4p.m.
Two bedroom duplex
appliances furnished.
1250. monthly. 759-4406.
Two young women want
to share a nice house
with another woman.
Near MSU and down
town. Private bath arid
entrance. Available
August 1, Call Rebekah
after Sp m. 753-6577.

New leesiet

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, 21 3 Seeing uils fres
$115.N per en. Nealicap.
pi nit. Newly castrated
entre! Wel sod sir.
careen. mato apOakes. Mies Seers Has.
Fri. 1:M-12:M km.
hrtiosol Ir.
busy, Ky.
512-155-49114
Elul linnet Oppvtuity

34. Housesfor Rent
Beautiful spacious 3
bedroom house with 2
baths, family room,
dining room, living
room, game room,
large garage. 1 block
from high school. Will
lease or consider lease
with option to buy Call
618 549,5645
For rent like new 2
Gar
bedroom home
age, central air, fenced
a month
yard. $300
Call 502 695,1871.
For rent to responsible
party 2-3 bedroom brick
home. $125. a month
plus deposit. Call after
5p.m 52/-7837

Local retail gift shop is now accepting quality bond made crafts on
a consignment basis. If interested
bring samples to Kentucky Paradise
Crofts, 109 N. 12th, Murray. No
phone calls please.

July l5th& 16th
110 N. 10th
Lawn mower, bicycle,
tiros, some
unusual items, lots of
flea market items.
New window louvers,
gas lawn edger.

Yard
Sale
1105 Westwood Dr.
Sot., July 17th
S.???
Baby items,
bicycles, toys, oversized men's clothes,
misc.

Moving
Sale
1712 Ryan
10 a.m.•5 p.m.
Thurs. and Fri.
July 15th & July 16th
Furniture, skis,
clothing, misc.

Perdue' & Thermo
Insurance I
Reel Estate
Sorthside Court Sq.
Harney, Kentucky
753-4451
ell located office
uilding with four
rivate offices, recepion room, hospitality or
onference room
and
storage. Suitable for
law, insurance, computer or sales office. Gas
heat. Central air conditioning. Detached
brick garage. Landscaped lot Priced at
39,750 . John C.
Neubauer Real Estate,
753-0101 or 753-7531.

1

Older home on approximately 3
acres, several outbuildings has
burley tobacco
allotment, fruit
trees, I LI miles
from Ky. Lake.
Take $15,500. Call
us at 753-4000 or 4892266.

INC
Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Merray, Ky.

44. Lots for Sale

Garage
Sale
1 5 23 London Dr.
Sat , July 17th
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

43. Real Estate

Large waterfront lot on
Blood River lake by
owner Cali 436 2427

45. Farmsfor Sale

Farm
For Sale
Hoes. used 121 Acres
on Hwy. 94 East I
miles from Murray
sod 4 miles from Ky.
Lake. W 753.3233.

A REAL MONEY
MAKER.. Each side
has two bedrooms, 1
bath, eat• in kitchen
Here's a chance to have
46. Homestor Sale
a home Ath income and
build equity for the BY OWNER 3 be
future. Phone for de drooms, fireplace, cen
tails and appointment tral air, low utilities,
753 1492 Loretta Jobs fenced yard, corner lot.
Century 21
Excellent location
Gatesborough area
BEST BUY ON THE
Realistically priced.
A
ASSUMABLE
Now is the time of the $61,500
7534451.
year to take off, in your
boat docked behind your
house or to enjoy the
peace and beauty of
Kentucky Lake. We
have 2 lovely homes
With owner financing
priced in 550's. Let us
snow you how you can
have that lake tome
you've always wanted
end now you can afford
Call Spann Realty Assoc 753 7774

31E3VX

SE;

Molorcycies

A. Homes tor Sale

52. Boats-Motors

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

1976 Kawasaki K Z 400 1978 C Sprite 175hp
B uild and Repair
ALL HOMES ARE NOT
including windshield. inboard - outboard
Cell
tobacco barns
Free
CREATED EQUAL
bar
luggage rack, sissy
753 4647 after 6p.m .
loofia, Al Types, 15 estimate Call 435 4347
and This one is excrash bar
and
Shop
23ft Fiberglass Cruiser
years osporiamo,
ceptional ! Mature
Repair on all small
manual tool kit and 2 155 OMC engine fully
trees, landscaped
with goaroatood. Dom
engines Lawn mowers,
helmets $650 C4061 762 equipped $4200 759
grounds, built-in kit
tillers,
and chain saws
WIlkorson, 439-2580
61$4.
1987
chen, cheerful eating
of any kind
1001 E
Sr
345-2602.
family
Happy
area
1981 Yamaha 650 Fishing boat, 35hp elec
Glendale off 12th
St
living is yours to enjoy Special Like new only Inc start Johnson mo
753 4590
in an atmosphere of 700 miles
tor, trailer many ex
$1900
Residential cleaning
thoughtfully planned 759-9995
$ 18 00
Ask for Mr. tras
Call CARPET CLEANING. 753.2349.
Free Estimates
beatury! Call loud and Stewart
753 9235
Retired cement finisher
clear
7 5 3 I 497
For sale 1960 Honda 650 Used house boat fieW Satisfied references, interested in
concrete,
Loretta JODS Century Custom motorcycle
and used pontoon Call Vibra Steam or Quick
brick,
or block work No
21
Good condition 436 5403 Cypress Bay Resort D ry Cleaning
job
to
small
Free
(Upholstery Cleaning)
901 232 8221
"Brick duplex near or 436 5830
Lee's Carpet Cleaning estimate. 474-2720 or
University
Proven Kawasaki KV 100 ex
759
1054
753-5827
53. Services Offered
good return on invest cellent 753 5561
Campbell's Tree Ser
ment, small down Yamaha 125 good
con AIR CONDITIONERS vice. Topping, trim
payment. 759-9577, 753- dition Call 753 3830
and appliances ser
ming, removing
Full
2649."
viced. Freezers,
insurance
Call 1 527
Auto Services
Brick house 3 years old
washers, dryers, and
0918.
3 bedroom. 2 bath,
refrigerators
All
Carpet and linoleum
formal dining room,
brands. 759 1322.
installation carpentry
Used
Alternewors awl
large den, 2 car garage.
APPLIANCE
and
general home rep
concrete drive. House
Stirters S15.00 wills
SERVICE
Kenmore, air
and remodeling
has many extras Ow
Westinghouse.
exchange Sit most
Reasonable
rates. 753
ner will consider finanWhirlpool
20 years
American cars. Used
0770. ask fbr Bob
cing. See at 1809
experience. Parts and
twos $5.00 and up
Wiswell Rd
or call
service !Abby Hopper Chimney Sweeping
753-0839 or 436-2935.
Do it now
Bob's Appliance Ser Service
FOR SALE BY OWvice 202 S. 5th St. before you need your Will clean out well and
build well houses Also
7 5 3
NER. Owner will fin
4872, chimney Later we will
have a working list. Call do some plumbing Call
753 88861homel.
ance equity at 12 per
/89-2615.
435
4348
or
767
4792.
cent to qualified buyer
Appliance repair work
Will do any type plumb
4 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 car
all brands. Specialize in
ing installation or reHwy. 121 South
garage, city schools,
Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
Atones Servo Ce
pairs.
Call anytime day
wooded lot, 1207 Doran
75 3-5 500
354 6956. Earl Lovett.
ileums ne vinyl newt,
or night Experienced
Rd., 753,9732.
Asphalt driveways and
All
cuts'
work
INN wire
guaranteed
FOR SALE BY OWNER
parking lots sealed by
436-5855.
tthrgict till Pill El
- 1 I/2 story; 3 bedrooms; New and used auto Sears
For free es
Will
do
yard
work and
2 baths; family room; parts. Open 8 5 timates call 7532310.
hilly, 1531611
hedge trimming, cut
living room, fireplace; Mon Sat. Call 474 2325.
and remove dead
dining room, oak - Duane's Place Used
MITCHELL hedge Call 753 0712 or
pegged floor; kitchen Volkswagon parts, tune
whom and Viny
BLACKTOPPING
753 3534.
includes stove and new up, break jobs, rebuilt
siding and Aluminu
Commercial, Indust
dishwasher; partial motors 435-4272
Will mow lots and do
nab, Residential, also
trim for all houses. It
basement; central gas
bushhogging. Call 759
Patching and Seal
stops painting.
heat, air; carport;
1503.
Coating. Phone 753-1537.
concrete drive in back;
Jack Glow
Young man will scrape
Need work on your
TVA -approved in
and paint, indoors and
753-1173
trees? Topping, prun
excellent
outdoors
Reasonable
ing, shaping. complete
location; city school. By
rates. Phone 753 9202.
FREE ESTIMATES On removal and more
Call
appointment 759-1147
All
Electrical,
Plumb
Hwy
121 South
BOYER'S TREE
For sale by owner 3
ing, Painting, and Well
SERVICE for Pro
bedroom, fireplace, gas
Murray, Ky.
Pump Needs. Licensed. fessional tree care
heat, fully carpeted, full
Call 753-0092 or 753-9673.
753-8536.
New and used mite
basement_ New range,
Fence sales at Sears Painting Paperhanging
dishwasher included
batteries
tires
parts
now. Call Sears 753 2310 Commercial
Located on Elm St.
for free estimate for Residential Interior
wheel corers Auto
Do you have a tobacco
Shown by appointment
your needs.
E xterior Farm
Accessories.
or dairy barn ill need
only. Before 5p.m. 753GENERAL
HOME
Buildings.
25
years
1474, after 5p.m. 753.
of repair' Now would
753- 5 500
REPAIR. 15 years ex- experience. Tremon
7978.
be the time to give us
perience. Carpentry, Farris 759-1987.
"Furnished hchAe, two
a call.
concrete, plumbing, Refrigeration and Air
lots, air - conditioned,. 49. Used Cars
roofing, sliding. NO Condition Service and
large sundeck, Pine
TO
JOB
SMALL.
Free
We put on or repair
Repair. Central air
Bluff Shores, $20,000. 1971 Karmann Ghia estimates_ Days
474 (spring special) corn
convertible new top
galvanized and
759-9577, 753-2649."
2359, nights 474.2276.
collectors item $2300
plete cleaning on air
aluminum roofs and
Home for sale by owner
Guttering by Sears. conditioners. 436-5536
Call 753-0717 after 6p.m.
3 blocks from shopping
siding.
Sears continuous gut
center, 5 years old, 1974 Datsun 260Z 4, ters installed for your
21005q. ft. including speed, custom wheels, specifications. Call
FLOOR SANDING
garage. Also has car- paint, moon roof, Sears 753-2310 for
free
AND FINISHING
port. Bargain at $55,000. spoilers, marantz. 753- estimate.
20 years experience.
For appointment call 9872.
spraying
for
Hi-Boy
753-1944, after 7p m. 1975 Corvette custom
Steined floors a
paint extra shaft). Best' tobacco in southeast
753'1861.
- speciality.
part of county. See or
•
House for sale by offer. 437-4666.
call Don Spiceland 753BODEAU
owner. 121 South about 3 1975 Honda Civic 5- 8428.
56 Free Column
FLOOR
CO.
mileage,
miles out. 3 bedroom, 2 speed, great
K & K STUMP REMO.
Free kittens. Call 328
/
1
2 baths, living room, runs. good. $1350. Call
354-6127
VAL. Do you need
8275.
dining room. kitchen, 753-0717 after 6p.m
removed
from
stumps
Free kittens 753-6839.
beauty shop, fenced in/ 1976 Mercury Marquis
your yard or land
backyard. Carpeted station wagon
1955
cleared of stumps? We
thru-out. 759-1997
Chevrolet 2 door Bel
can remove stumps up
Old 2 story house to be Air. 753.8256 or 753 0422.
to 24 inches below the
torn down. Open for 1977 Ford Granada 302 ground, leaving only
Gift cheque books now on sale at the
offers. Call 328-8275.
motor. Average 25mpg., sawdust and chips Call
Blackford House Gallery. Over $350 in
Three bedroom brick, 2 39,000 miles. 52875. Ex• for free estimates Bob
bath, central heat and cellent condition. 437- Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
gift cheques sponsored by over 40 local
air, large kitchen and ,1601.
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
mechants just $29.95.
dining room. Family 1977 Plymouth Volare Lawn work done. Cali
room with fireplace, extra nice, good run- anytime 436-2226.
Every book you purchase earns S1.00
only minutes from ning condition. $2100.
Licensed electrician for
the Murray Fire Department's toy
for
town. Must see to Call 753-8184.
residential and com
appreciate. Call 753 1978 Plymouth Volare
drive
for needy children. Let your
mercial.
Heating
and
8633 for appointment.
Custom. 4 dOor, white, aircondition, gas in•
help those who can't help
generosity
Three bedroom home at red interior, slant 6 stallation and repair.
507 Whitnell, near engine, 40,000 miles. Phone 753-7203.
themselves while your purchase earns a
shopping center, Power steering-power
chance to win the $1000 first prize or
schools, restaurants, brakes, air condition
Will clean carpets,
etc. Newly painted ins- 52350_ 753 2817.
five second prizes of S100 each or seven
windows, also clean
ide and out. Priced in 1979 Chevet/e excellent
third prizes of limited edition prints. Stop
the 530's. KOPPERUD condition. 4 speed
used wax hard wood
REALTY -7531222.
standard transmission.
floors. Satisfaction
by the Blackford House Gallary and see
Three or 4 bedroom 753-9274 or 7530004.
parenteed.
the incredible values or call 753-8301 .
home located on quite Extra clean 1980
dead end street in nice Plymouth Horizon, 1
neighborhood. Newly 3wner, 27,000 plus
decorated Must see to miles. 753-1746.
appreciate. Immediate
JEEPS, CARS,
Possession, Call
PICKUPS from $35.
753,0953.
Available at local Gov't
Two or 4 bedroom Auctions For Directory
'some, in beautifuf call 805-687 6000 Ext.
Panorama Shores on 8155 Call refuOdable.
Blood River. Below
Opel 1970 Esport runmarket at $45,000 Ex
isting at 8 5 percent. ning good 5475. Call
after 5p.m. 753 5773.
Loan can be assumed
Call 1-247-0023 after Surplus Jeeps CarsBoats
Many sell for
5p.m.
under S50. For in47. Motorcycles
formation call 3129311961 Ext. 1774
1978 Suzuki GS 750E.
Mag wheels, custom 50. Used Trucks
seat kerker header, low
mileage. $1350. 759 9918, 1976 Chevy pickup 6
cylinder automatic.
753 3940.
1972 Chevy pickup V8
1978 Yamaha 650
automatic with air, tilt.
Special. Low mileage
753
9872
excellent condition 489
1977 Chevy Luv. Call
7148, 437-411.15.
753 5135 after 4 30p m
1978 Yamaha Enduro
1979 464 Dodge short
125. Excellent condi
lion
Less than 4000 wheel base step bed,
miles used on road only. low mileage. Call 7536268.
Call 753-8811 after 5p m
1978 Yamaha 650 For sale 1973 Ford
LIST
pickup Ranger X L T
Special. Call 395-9473.
Bob
fully equipped
Less Rebate
1980 Harley Roadster
Wynn 753 2975.
lots of extral1762. 2451
From
Masse/
Partialy remodeled 1971
1980 Yamaha SR 250
Ford school bus with
Exciter I with
ALLOWANCE
LESS
carpet, double bunk,
minishield, mirrors,
couch, and table with
FROM MASSEY
side stand, color red
seating for 4. Good body
Excellent condition.
but needs brake work.
LESS ALLOWANCE
4800 miles. $950
$1150 Call 753 7220
helmets available.
FROM STOKES
Phone 753-8987
51. Campers
1981 Yamaha TT MO. Ex
cellent lift. Playmore se.,
MU COST
Or..
contained camper
condition must sell
electric start Long Life
7517919.
riding lawn mower
TABLE & REEL NOT INCLUDED IN ABOVE PRICE, WILL
2oin 3 speed bicycle.
SELL TABLE 4, REEL AT INVOICE COST ALONG WITH COMBINE
753 7249
Nimrod popup camper
Call 753.6532 or 753 0418

48.

KEY AUTO
PARTS

KEY
AUTO PARTS

J.C. & C.
Sheeting

Call 759-1600
(Office) or
753 - 0 3 29
(Nome)

Shopping Spree

753-3317

$46,458.54
$2,400.00

$11,350.00

$6,500.00

$26,208.54

PRICE GOOD JULY ONLY - OR UNTIL SOLD

WALLIS DRUG

irPRISCIIIPT1010 oF1151 FRUIT DRINKS
0110SPITAI SWIMS f01 REMY AND UU
'MOOG KAMM Of MIMICS
*IMMO,MOW PRODOCTS
Pose Beim,as Imewiplkos ICAT limbs

52. Boats-Motors
Cherokee deep
lift
V hull boat with trailer
18hp Evinrude motor
has extras Call 759 4700
after Sp.m.. days 751
NV

STOKES TRACTOR &
IMPLEMENT COMPANY
753-1319
MURRAY. KY.
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Tobacco manufacturer,FTC dispute amount of tar in cu§sciiette
cigarette — not one
milligram, as the FTC
ratings state. It says the
discrepancy occurs
because of Barclay's unique filter which confounds the FTC's tar
measuring machine.
Brown di Williamson
onrnediately obtained a
temporary restraining
order against the FTC's
June 25 action — and the
publication of a related
notice in the Federal
Register.
U.S. District Judge
Thomas A. Ballantine

LOUISVILLE, Ky
I API — Brown &
Williamson Tobacco
Corp., the No.3 domestic
cigarette manufacturer,
and the Federal Trade
Commission are locked in
a legal dispute over the
amount of tar in one of its
cigarette brands.
On June 25, the FTC
declared that Barclay,
which has gamed a 1 2
percent share of all
cigarette sales since its
introduction in late 1980,
has three to seven
milligrams of tar per

University students eligible
for incentive loons for 1982-83
Murray State University students who are
preparing for careers as
teachers in science or
mathematics may be
eligible for incentive
loans of up to $2,500 in
1982-83.
However, they must
submit a loan application
no later than Aug. 2 in
order to be considered for
a loan through the program funded by the 1982
Kentucky General
Assembly.
Loans totaling as much
as $15,000 may be made
for 1982-83 to students at
Murray State, which is
one of the institutions in
Kentucky with a qualifying teacher education
program.
Student applicants
must be at least
sophomores and must
have been admitted to the
teacher education program. Priority will be
given to graduates of
Kentucky high schools
and Kentucky residents,
with grade point average
and ACT score as bases
for selection.
Students may be eligible for loans for as many
as three years.
Upon graduation, they
will be forgiven a year of
the loan for each two
semesters they teach

science or mathematics
in grades 7-12 in a Kentucky school. If they do
not teach, they will have
to repay the loan at the
prevailing interest rate.
A statewide committee
appointed by the
superintendent of public
instruction will make the
final selection on which
students will receive
loans.
The Kentucky General
Assembly provided
$610,000 for *the 1982-83
and 1983-84 school years
in an effort to stimulate
student interest in
preparing to teach
science and
mathematics. About 80
students will receive
loans in 1982-8,3 and 85 in
1983-84.
Feom 1971 to 1981 the
number of teacher education graduates in Kentucky with majors in
science and mathematics
declined from 312 to 116.
Students interested in
the incentive loans may
get applications or additional information by contacting: Dr. Bill Price,
Director of Secondary
Education, Room 339,
Wells Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, telephone 1502 t 7622509.

New Illinois law prohibits
Sunday retail auto sales
SPRINGFIELD, Ill.
tAPI — Many Illinois
auto dealers believe Sundays were meant for rest,
and now all of them have
a state law that says
that's so.
Gov. James R. Thompson on Tuesday signed a
"Blue Law" measure
that bans retail auto sales
on Sundays beginning
Jan.2, 1983.
Thompson said that
while normally he'd look
unfavorably on government telling private industry' when it can stay
open or must close, the
measure was supported
by trade groups.
In a statement announcing the signing, Thompson acknowledged doubt
about the measure, but
said the arguments of the
car dealers had swayed
the Legislature.
"Since consumers will
still have a chance to purchase automobilies six
days and nights a week ...

and since I am inclined to
take any reasonable step
that may help an ailing
industry, I will, in this instance, defer to the judgment of the Legislature,"
Thompson said.
Supporters argued during legislative debate the
law was needed for competitive reasons and
because car dealers needed a break to be with their
families on Sundays.
They said if one car
dealer stayed open on
Sundays all the rest in
that town felt they also
had to be open. But they
complained that with
slumping auto sales, the
costs of staying open on
Sundays had become prohibitive.
Opponents, however,
said the legislation was a
case of government meddling in free enterprise,
and that car dealers are
free to close on Sundays if
they wish.

scheduled a hearing July
23 to determine whether
the restraining order is
converted into a
preliminary injunction or
dissolved.
Documents filed by the
firm in federal court here
contend the FTC action
will cause Brown di
Williamson to lose "an incalculable number of
sales and customers,"
lose its competitive position and lose reputation,
public confidence and
good will.
Unlike most low-tar

cigarettes, which reduce
tar intake by rruzing air
and smoke inside the
filter, the Barclay filter
has four channels, which
enable tor and smoke to
nux in the mouth.
The FTC says the channels "are at lead partially blocked when people
smoke Barclays, reducing the amount of air that
dilutes the smoke and
thus increasing the
delivery of tar."
If the order is dissolved, Ernest Pepples,
general counsel for the

tobacco firm, contends
that the FTC has put
Brown & Williamson in
an untenable position: it
has taken away Barclay's
one-milligram rating, yet
not given it another
precise rating It can use
to avoid being deceptive.
John Carley, general
counsel for the FTC,
disputes many of B&W's
retorts as rhetoric, but
particularly the company's stated dilemma
over advertising.
Carley said the agency
invited B&W in a letter
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Plain or Self-Risin6
Save
90'

SUPER MARKET

5 LB.
$10.00 Or More PurchaseXpa.
Excluding Dairy & Tobacco
Products, Drinks On Special

"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"
We Reserve The Right
We Gladly
To Limit Quantities
Accept Food Stamps
Home Owned & Operated
New Store Hours 7 o.m.-8 a.m.

Folov-O-Rich Magic One

Milk

Coffeeill ger"
39
coffee

$1

99

$1

99

Gal.

Milk

Folgers

1 Lb.
Con $
Any
Grind
Sore 20'

Prices Good 7-14 thru 7-20

Seoltest 2%

4%111111""

111111Pr:
Martha White

Gal.

Sealtest Sweet Acidophilus
Save 38'

Milk

2

Gal,

Keebler Zesto Saltine

Crackers

OOc
Flour
77
79c
(

99

Self-Rising
Sore 26'

1 Lb. Be.

Golden Groin
7.I oz

3/$7
Mac. & Cheese.

5 Lb. Bag-

•
Dinty Moore Beef
Save 20'

$

Stew

49

Briquets

10 Lb. Bag

Armour Save 20'

Treet

Lynn Grove
Grade 'A'Extra Lg.

Kool Aid

Eggs

Potatoes

$2"
$ 39

Lipton Family Pack Tea
Save 26`

r Doz.
5 oz 2/
s

Johnson's Baby
Reg. $3.77 Save $1.48

Oil

'Pepsi Cola
229
io oz. $
,
ibiAurisil Diet Pepsi,
55
1414
16 oz. Mt. Dew

„,"Viatt—rap5,

1

$

60 tablets

Friskies Dog Save $1.50
Beef 25 Lb. Bag

Twin Bogs

18"

'

1:3I
/
4
1
1
4
-

Efferdent Denture
Save 98'25'Off Reg $2.53

Cleanser

I

99c

Wrap

Reg. or Wavy
Save 20'

$7 79
24's

Hyde Park Foil
Save 26'

Armour Vienna Save 22'

Potato Chips\

4t.,09
16 oz. U

Bogs

Hyde Park

C

French's Big Toteto
vloo
steil

12 oz. can

Sausage

59

Sugar Sweetened Save 20'
Makes 2gts.

.555an -

2401,

Royal Oak Charcoal
Save 20'

2,- an

$399

Food

39

aVon
ie$
,8cb

Plus Deposit

,
it
'gr"

•Hrt
,

FROZEN FOODS

MEAT DEPT.

99c

Totino's A sstd Flavors

Pizza

$y 19

Pure Fresh Lean
Family Pock 3Lb. or More

79' Gro nd Beef
59c Chops Sausage

Fries
Spears

Lb

2 Lb. Bog

Frosty Acres Broccoli

Echo weed & grass trimmers
are lightweight. Ball bearing
construction for years of troubte
free use.
starting as low as

Center Cut Pork

Field's Old Fashion Pork

8 oz.

$799
6 oz. Bag VS 1

$739
Lb

I

Field's Boneless

Picnics
$1 69
Lb

Lb

759

1/4 Pork Loin Sliced In

PRODUCE

Pork Chops

Lb.

Home Grown Yellow Sweet

Corn

'urchatte an Echo trimmer and
get s FREE Landscaper Kit.
ncloaca 25.4••• can
6 pock Echo an. a
Pon M kIIMM

meow.
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Meal

Coconut

$1.29.95*

Sist
the

tent be reported in bands.
not specific
measurements. Under
such a system, already in
use in many European
countries, "ultra low tar"
would apply to any
cigarette with, for example, six milligrams of tar
or less. "Low tar" would
apply to cigarettes with
six to 10 milligrams,etc.
Pepples said such a
system would help reduce
confusion that has arisen
from several companies
claiming in ads that their
tar content is "lowest."

Martha White

Tropic Isle Fresh Grated
FAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF
GRASS TRIMMING

competitors
Brown & Williamson
has contended all along
that the complaints were
competitive ploys by the
top two cigarette
manufacturers, R.J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co.
and Philip Morris Inc.,
who together hold nearly
two-thirds of the
domestic cigarette
market. Brown &
Williarnson's share is
about 14 percent.
Brown & Williamson
already has suggested to
the FTC that the tar con-

We Hove a Complete Line of
Canning & Freezing Supplies

Garden Delight French

PURCHASE AN ECHO
TRIMMER AND GET A
FREE LANDSCAPER KIT

June 25 to begin discussions on what tar rating
would be acceptable in
ads. Furthermore, he
said, the company has
done so.
Carley also says the
company has had ample
opportunity to participate
at every stage of the
FTC's investigation.
The June 25 announcement capped a quite
specific inquiry by the
commission, after informal complaints were
lodged against Barclay
by Brown & Williamson's

SA
-

...the ONE that Legal

Fresh Crisp
1 Lb. Cello Bog

Carrots

Ear 106

380g. $100

Wieners
$1 09

Thompson White Seedless

Grapes

Field's
Pro Lirouger

Field's Reg. or Beef

Bryon or
Reelfoot Smoked

Bologna

Picnics

$1 19
Lb.99`

12 oz. pkg.
$1
Lb.

19

12 oz. pkg. ...

/
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eon. Home Grown Freestone

Peaches

No 1 Slices/

$I39

59 Slab Bacon Lb.
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DEAR ABBY: My
daughter and her husband are well, happy and
prosperous. They have
been married for 20 years
and on the surface all
seems ideal, but here is
the problem:
They have three
daughters, 18, 17 and 13.
The two older girls, who
are 16 months apart,have
always been very competitive. It was our hope
that as they grew older
this rivalry would fade,
but it seems to have intensified instead.
The 18-year-old is very
jealous of her younger
sister, and she's making
life miserable for the rest
of the family. The 17year-old just goes along,
having a wonderful time,
and does nothing to
alleviate the situation.
Both girls are very
pretty and popular. The
18-year-old has had the
same steady boyfriend
for three years. He comes
over, they watch TV and
sometimes they go out for
a hamburger or a movie
— nothing terribly
glamorous.
The 17-year-old has
been dating for only six
months, but her
boyfriend sends her
flowers, takes her to expensive places and is giving her the royal treatment! The 18-year-old is
understandably very envious, and she takes it out
on the entire family, sulking, slamming doors and
giving us all the silent
treatment.
As a grandmother to
these girls, it's very hard
to listen to my daughter
crying about the unpleasant atmosphere at
home. She doesn't know
how to handle this and
has asked me for my
help. I don't know what to
tell her, so I am asking
you.
—31130F IDEAS
DEAR OUT: The older
girl is hurting and needs
to express herself candidly to someone who is sympathetic and nonjudgmental. She needs to
be assured that while her
jealousy is understandable and nothing to be
ashamed of, sulking,

at

Little people live in 'Tron'

WOWS ofThe
1.8
theaterS
es.ev 9
rnhiee
iMICIFY

big
tent foneater

death in science fiction
for the past thirty years
However, because of
slamming doors and tak- ing as num and wife'
the bright new look of its
ing it out on the entire
WANTS THINGS
I've always thought the toward the brave new computer generated
family is childish and un- LEGAL
inside of computers were world of the microchip. anunated sequences and
fair.
DEAR WANTS: The
filled
with wires, ter- Apparently a new hero is backgrounds, Tron is
Family members can't laws vary in different
minals, and microchips. emerging in American kind of fun to watch —at
help her. She needs to states. Consult your local
But according to the popular culture. the least in the same way
unload on a professional department of vital
Disney studio's latest young and dashing soft- that anything odd and
counselor. Recommend statistics (marriage
film, Tron, computers ware engineer ( played in new is fun to watch 1
it. Everyone in the family bureau where licenses
By Abigail Von Buren
are filled with little Tron by Jeff Bridges ).
are issued ), or ask a local
will benefit.
soldiers and little tanks Our young hero in Tron,
attorney.
Ought to Know." Send 82 and little Frisbee games at any rate, is a computer 7-8-82
DEAR ABBY: My son
and his wife have arrangDo you have questions and a long, stamped (37 and little mountains and genius who invents video
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
ed to adopt a Korean about sex, love, drugs cents), self-addressed little guys who fall in love games in his spare time.
child who will be 9 mon- and the pain of growing envelope to: Abby, Teen with, and apparently lust He owns a game parlor,
Carol Holloway and
ths old when she arrives up? Get Abby's booklet: Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, after, little women. I'm astounds everyone with baby girl, Rt. 1, Mayfield.
going to keep the bat- his skill at Missile Comfrom Korea. Since the lit- "What Every Teen-Ager Hollywood, Calif 90038.
Lisa Kay Colson and
teries charged up in my mand, and is followed baby girl, Rt. 5, Benton.
tle Korean girl will obpocket calculator from arounded by groupies
viously not be white, we
DISMISSALS
now on. I'd hate to be the who are apparently turnanticipate a lot of quesJames R. Phillips, Box
cause of the decline and ed on by Bridges' high- 68, Hardin; Gladys
tions about her race.
fall of a little civilization. tech ambiance. ("Come Partee, 1003 Vine St.; AnMust we explain that she
Tron sounds like on up, honey, and I'll na Pearl Shankle, Rt. 1,
is Korean, and not
something made for show you my new IBM Sedalia; Donal R.
Chinese, Japanese, VietFrances Drake
thirteen-year-old
comic 600.")
Jackson, 212 Oliver:St.,
namese or whatever?
FOR THURSDAY,JULY 15, 1982
book collectors and for
The new villain is Paris, Tenn.: Michael D.
Some people are very
What kind of day will tumor- capital. Begin talks now kids who hang around represented in Troll by a
Richardson, Rt. 1, Henry,
curious and will surely row be? To find out what
the Romance in some way:
ask. They will also want stars say, read the forecast broadens your perspective on video game parlors, technocrat who uses com- Tenn.; Martha K. Leet,
I'm
doesn't
afraid
it?
it
puters
for
EVIL
PUR1203 Doran Rd.
to know if she is an or- given for your birth sign.
life.
is.
POSES. It's partly the
Augusta Lee Stepp, 511
phan, illegitimate, and
SCORPIO
plot
Rarely
been
has
a
man's
attitude
that
sets
Jackson St., Martin,
other facts about her ARIES
'
c more gimmicky or as far(Oct. ntoNov. 21) niv Ati
him
apart.
He
takes
comTenn.; Lottie L. Mathes,
background. How much ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) in1
4 Listen to the suggestions of fetched. It's not difficult
puters too seriously, Rt. 1, Kirksey; Loner C.
should we tell?
You'll have better rapport a close tie, which are right on
reconstruct
origin
to
the
wears
a
tie,
and
doesn't
Logan, 1002 Vine St
Also, would it be proper with a family member. Com- the money. Spending time
to send announcements to mon sense leads to worthwhile alone together fosters a of that plot in a conversa- like to play video games. Fulton; Guy D. Kelly,
between
tion
two
Besides,
his
attitude
intimacy.
greater
1005 Vine St., Fulton;
friends and relatives to purchases. Romantic feelings
Hollywood moguls a few toward the universe is Hugh G.
SAGITTARIUS
let them know that there intensify.
Adams, Rt. 1,
years
"Listen
back:
wrong:
He's
21)
Nov.
)111
22
4
to
4r:).
Dec.
a
(
microchip
TAURUS
is a new addition to the
Farmington; Charles W.
1
You'll find ways to make sweetie, the kids out athiest. He believes that Perry, 200 Spruce.
family? And if so, would ( Apr. 20 to May 20 ) 6:64?
it be in poor taste to men- Make important phone your daily routine more effi- there are shoving ANYTHING BEYOND
Coel Compton, Box 121,
tion that the child is calls, for you're an effective cient. A secret admirer makes quarters into Space In- ELECTRONS IS Kirksey; Olive V. Steele,
communicator now. Bonds of his or her feelings known, in a vaders as fast as they can RELIGIOUS Rt. 5; Nina E.
Korean?
Craig, 108
subtle way.
steal them from their FANATICISM.
GRANDMA affection grow stronger. Work
North 12th St.; Jackey L.
CAPRICORN
mothers' purses. And
Some of the popular no- Parker, 158 Riviera Cts.;
DEAR GRANDMA: An is successful too.
) Dec.72 to Jan. 19) V
we're not getting any of tions about WHAT THE
announcement is most GEMINI
Speak from your heart and that action. How's this COMPUTER MEANS TO Lewis C. Miller, T. 6;
( May 21 to June 20)
certainly in order, and it
Monica D. Tune, 796
a sound for our next movie:
up
clear
Keep financial develop- you'll
US, the subject of
would not be in poor taste ments to yourself and
surprise misunderstanding with a child First, we set the whole numerous news Eastwood, Paris, Tenn.
Pat R. Rowland, 317
to indicate that the child someone with a gift. A loved or romantic interest. Career
thing inside a computer, magazine cover stories,
is from Korea. It isn't one's hesitancy disguises deep matters prosper now.
Woodlawn; Richard L.
and for our hero we use a also made their way into
necessary to tell anyone feelings for you.
McClain, 502 Laneford,
AQUARIUS
young video game genius. Tron. Like Time and
the facts of the child's CANCER
Paris, Tenn.; Terrence L.
)Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
villian,
We
get
an
the
old
Newsweek,
Tron sug- McClain, 502 Laneford,
4,C) You'll have greater success guy, to reduce the hero to
background and history. (June 21 to July 22)
gests that OUR LIVES Paris, Tenn.; Leonard W.
Simply say that the adop- A stimulating talk with a with a business project, if you
of
an
the
electron
size
—
WILL
CHANGE
tion was arranged friend is informative, yet you work on it overtime. Romance
Walker, 728 Nash Dr.;
combine never mind how — and RADICALLY due to the Carmel E. Maddox, Rt. 6,
travel
through an agency that may have to say no to and
we somehow — microchip.(I mean, wow,
then
pleasurably.
finds homes for Korean another's request. DomesticiMartin, Tenn.; Holly L.
never mind how — get the we can now put recipes
PISCES
ty is favored.
children.
Thomas, Rt. 3.
hero
trapped
a
tiny
inside
Mar.
20
Feb.
)
19
to
into
a
home
computer,
LEO
Lisa C. Hutson, ColumClarity in thought aids you computer. Inside, the and that just radically
DEAR ABBY: Mark ( July 23 to Aug. 23)
'
14
bus; Sammie H. Pruitt,
now and guy'll have a lot of adven- changes our perception of
dealings
your
in
all
Private
talks
bring
career
(not his real name) and I
316 South 10th St.; Heida
you'll be able to raise money tures that look like the universe, doesn't it?)
have lived together as success and local travel leads
for home improvements or they're taking, place on a A minor character, out of L. Gardner, R-t. 7,
man and wife for 37 to romance. Unknown to you, other matters.
Mayfield; Bessie C.
video screen. Can't lose, the blue, tells us that
years. We have adult an acquaintance has fallen in
Sweetie. When the kids PEOPLE WILL STOP Hamlett, Fern Terrace
children and several love with you.
Lodge; Jessie A. Bowden,
YOU BORN TODAY thrive come up for aid from the THINKING WHEN COMgrandchildren. Everyone VIRGO
Fern Terrace Lodge;
on large enterprises and have video game parlors, we'll PU-TERS .START
(including our fainiHeS) ( Aug.23 to Sept.72)
Talks about legal matters, a good business sense. You're suck 'em inside the THINKING. And the en- Donna Sue Phares, Box 5,
thinks we're married. We education and
Kirksey.
publishing are also creative and may be theaters with Tron."
tire plot of Tron revolves
have no religious affilia- fruitful and you'll also show found in businesses allied to
Whatever its merits as around the theme that
tions.
profits in business dealings.
the arts. Law, medicine, a movie — and I'll get to COMPUTERS WANT TO
Would it be possible to LIBRA
Adults 131
education, Literature and ar- those a little later — Tron TAKE OVER
THE Nursery 6
obtain a marriage license Sept. 23 to Oct. 22} _rt.r1
chitecture are some of the does reflect, in an in- '
—
WORLD,
a rather
retroactive to the date Businessmen and women fields in which you'll find
teresting way, a number childish and uninformed 7-9-82
that we first started liv- have success in raising needed fulfillment.
of popular attitudes idea that has been done to
NEWBORN

doubt, though, that this
kind ol movie will catch
on The inside of a cornputer, no matter how you
Au it up, is a rather
sterile setting, and people
draw better than corneuters do.
Rated PG due to some
very low-level violence
Nothing to worry about

Hospital lists announced

Your Individual
Horoscope

1144-

ADMISSIONS
Lisa Kay Darnell and
baby girl, Rt. 6, Mayfield.
Martha Reeder and
baby boy, Rt. 1.
Katie Burnett and baby
boy, Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Freda G. Surnmars,
Box 57, Puryear, Term.;
Tina Robinson, Rt. 6;
Lori A. Garland, Rt. 3;
Hal G. Underwood, at, 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Brett W.
Final, 710 East Walnut,
Mayfield; Shannon D.
Parker, 804 Sharp St.;
Garvis Russell Dowdy,
Jr., Rt. 6.
Samuel 0. Greer, Box
385, Paris, Tenn.;
Pamela J. Lackey, Rt. 1,
Henry, Tenn.; Sadie Nell
Waters, 1397 Johnson;
James F. Jackson, Rt. 7,
Dover, Term.; Roxanne.
Hendrix, 905 Pearce,
Paris, Term.; Evelyn G.
Coles, Rt. 2, Hazel; Randall Winchester, Box
2770, University Station.
Minnie F. Kimbro, Rt.
4; Mary Warren, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; Margaret R.
Camp, 806 North 17th
Ext.; Cleo F. Vester, Rt.
4, Paris, Term.; Beverly
Diane Shankle and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.; Cynthia F. Sandoval and baby girl, 814
Glisson Rd., Paris, Tenn.
Joyce C. Hubbard and
twin baby girls, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Erma L.
Bradley, Rt. 4; Rudy H.
Bucy, 517 Soutbh Eighth
St.; Lamon Peeler, 607
Ellis Dr.; Buford A.
Shobe, Old McKenzie
Highway, Paris, Term.;
Mary G. Murphey, 2071
Marion Circle, Mayfield.
Cornie E. Jones, Rt. 3;
Roy Salentine, Rt. 3;
Clara L. Thorn, Rt. 1,
Almo; William W.
Clayton, Box 247,
Puryear, Tenn.; Sarah L.
Corwin, 1715 Wells Ext.;
Elberta Ennis (expired),
Box 166.

MICHELSON JEWELERS SAYS,

Ni:t„.7, G01:01:0 DYE40%
Murray,
Ky.

Ky.

50%
OFF

TO THE BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Yes. August 1st, 1982 we'll be moving to the
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center in Murray
& we're going out with a bang
HURRY
we'd rather sell our inventory
FOR BEST
Clusters, Solitaires, Bridal Sets,
than move it lll
SELECTIONS!
Wedding Bands, Cocktail Rings,
AT LEAST
Sapphire & Rubies With Diamonds,
Pendents & Diamond Earrings!H

ALL DIAMONDS

OFF

ALL 14K. CHAINS,
CHARMS & BRACELETS!!!

40%

40%

OFF

OFF

OFF

ALL ASSORTED JEWELRY
14K Earrings Fashion Jewelry
Key Chains Necklaces
Krementz Fine Jewelry
& Art Carved
Wedding Bands

ST

DE*

ALL FAMOUS NAME
WATCHES
Seiko...Citizens...
Whittenouer...

-NOTHING HELD BACK"* ALL BANK CARDS ACCEPTED
.90 DAY CHARGES(50% DOWN).90 DAY LAYAWAY(20% DOWN)

46146

MICHELSON JEWELERS
BELAIR SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY, KY
OPEN DAILY 1000 TIL 600 FRIDAY NIGHT TIL 8:00

Nili&ff

AUSAL •I

wia•

BUY NOW
FOR ALL FUTURE
GIFT OCCASIONS

• EEPSAKE EXCL

D
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ividend

Jim

ON YOUR TAPE EV NI

DAM

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
AND CORRECT PRINTING
ERRORS.

FRYING
CHICKEN

CANTALOUPES

WITH ONE FILLED CASH
DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE

U.S. CH(

FAMILY PAK • MIXED
MISSOURI

Each

& Up

Lb.

Lb.

JUST PICKED PRODUCE

IGA CANNED I

PATTIE

U.S. CHOICE• 1

SEEDLESS WHITE

ROUND !

GRAPES

U.S. CHOICE •

SWISS Si
HEEL OF
POT ROA
FRESH

HICKEI
BREAS1

WITH ONE FILLED CASH
DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE

Lb.

CALIFORNIA

NECTARINES 79;

WISCONSIN • FRESH

CABBAGE

29`
E..$2"
Lb.

RIPE • 20-25 LB.

Lb.

WATERMELONS

Up

IA

U.S. CHOICE • 13

SIRLOIN
STEAK ...

IGA • FULLY CO

BONELES

FIELD'S • SLICEC

FRESH

GIANT SIZE

.V
\CSW

MUSHROOMS

42 oz.

REEL FOOT

WASHINGTON STATE• APPLES

FRESH

YELLOW DELICIOUS ....59Lb.

YELLOW ONIONS ....Lb. 29c/

WITH ONE FILLED CASH
DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE

IGA • FROZEN • 12 OZ.

AMERICAN

LEMONADE

SINGLES
$ 1 49

2For99'

IGA • 46 oz
GRAPEFRUIT or
ORANGE

CLIP N'SAVE
BONUS BUYING POWER

320Z.
CATSUP

Cash Dividends

99

JUICE

10

WITH THIS COUPON
AND THE PURCHASE OF

Bonus

FRITO-LAY
POTATO CHIPS

I OZ. PACKAGE

COUPON ININNIS7 INN
1 .6611 OM COUPON PHI
OEM 11.11KNA$40

10
Bonus
Cash
Dividends

WITH THIS COUPON
AND THE PURCHASE Of

1

TEN DOLLARS

OF MEAT
PURCHASES
COUPON I MIMS 7-WIT

•COUPON Illomillwro
1

OMIT ON* COUPON PIP
owe INNICIUMO I

Ii

10
Bonus
Cosh

couroN

WITH THIS
AND THE PURCHASE Of

2 PKGS. OF
IGA • 12 PK

HAMBURGER
BUNS

Il S

•5 11111111$

Dividends
•M;

5
Bonus
Cosh

alimimma f

WITH THIS COUPON
AND THE PURCHASE Of

2 CARTONS OF
IGA -GRADE A"

LARGE
EGGS
COUPON 11111111 15 11

II It

MIT 0011 COUPOPIn•
,NIPCNN110.

IGA • 303

SWEET
PEAS

IC, A • 11.R

MARGARINE

89

•COUPON Imommririk
II
Guaranteed 1

r

Dividends

DINNER
FRANKS.

•

IGA SLICED • 12 OZ.

Cosh

BACON.

Dividends

t *17 0111 COUPON III
!TIN PUICHANO

FILM I

i DEVELOPING I
I
I
I
I
I Photofinishing
I

51/

I

Guarantee

II
I
ii

We roll pont every pentads pacts,
you lairs Nte roust be ccomoletety
seeder:I weh your mitres If not
• ere Me wife therm 07 Tune
ll yd.",n0011y SeITICI1/ rehln,yOW PC
f. tures shies or mows MIT your
proof of purchase when 30 days

COLOR
ENLARGEMENT .
1
i I
SPECIAL
j
%me
•

88°
Mode from any SUinclar .1 s.ze
I110 12e or Mrnm CO/Or OnnI
I Oefailthee Cx edict Side Lynn one
enlargement with Pols coupoh
.Otler forprres 0-00-00
1

I

I
1
I
I

$1,
11 I

at' tin MI Ir............--- MI51110

IGA •32 OZ

co"

I
1

•
•
I
I

I

*Win 825" in Groceries this
week
*Win a trip for 2 to the World s
Fair

POLIS
PICKLE

HERE'S HOW
1. Use your IGA labels as an Official Entrtr
blon;.
2. Register each time you visit our store.
3. Each week one winner will receive a
$25.00 bog of IGA products • and be automoticolly entered in the Grand Prize
Drawing.

•label

Ow se ryft1,
en 0GA
69 .114
..01 *i• WM. IGA
ti fed,ompolt 1700 ...Abe
oet.
••4 qinnwe 51511 4 705 ..11.75.
1415 or.... • •••••••••••
...01Nren,e,N1 in the Grand,
7 44,

Jim Ad
Nor
10th ant
7 a.m.
Closet

SAVE YOUR IGA LABELS I
REGISTER TO
. VICE

CDr'vrtitIEW

II
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IAWFMB? MAKES THE TOTAL
Ell N LOWER AT JIM ADAMS
4
1

PRICES GOOD THRU
TUE., JULY 20 19112

FOOD STAMP SHOPPERS

Prcskhug.vd
:
F eeena

You get
Cash Dividend coupon
for each $t

cenoicates at
=our check out
=C ounters

U.S. CHOICE • IOWA GRAIN FED

you spend
=excluding
=I sales tax

3.

Paste 36
Cash D,vi

dend Coupons on each
Certificate

WELCOME

When you check
out present one
tined Cash Div.
dend Certificate
im for each special

IM you select

FRESH

ROUND
STEAK

FRYER
DRUMSTICKS
WITH ONE FILLED CASH
DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE

LB.

Lb.
U.S. CHOICE • EYE-O-ROUND or
IGA CANNED HAM

PATTIES

TOP ROUND
STEAK

160..$1 89

U.S. CHOICE • BONELESS

ROUND STEAK

$

lb.

99

BOTTOM ROUND .. Lb.$239

U.S. CHOICE • BONELESS

U.S. CHOICE • BONELESS

SWISS STEAK or
HEEL OF ROUND
POT ROAST

Lb 29c
$299

Lb.

RUMP or SIRLOIN TIP $n69
ROAST
Lb. agi

$229

Lb.
FRESH

HICKEN
BREAST

FRYER
THIGHS

1 39 99

$

lb.

140z. Pkg.

129

KELLOGG'S • 18 OZ

$
2
69

CORN FLAKES

REELFOOT• FAMILY PAK

SIRLOIN TIP
STEAK

SLICED
SLAB BACON

$289

Lb.

$ 1 69

Lb.

REELFOOT • OLD FASHIONED

BONELESS HAM

SMOKED SAUSAGE

Lb.$ 1 79

FIELD'S • SLICED• 12 OZ.

al

WITH ONE FILLED CASH
DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE

CHICKEN
RAG
STIX
BOLOGNA

IGA • FULLY COOKED • WHOLE

11

TYSON •FROZEN

REELFOOT

FRESH

, U.S. CHOICE • BONELESS

& Up

Ea

$249

Lb.

U.S. CHOICE • BONELESS

$1 89

TREASURE ISLE •8 OZ.

$ 1 67

BACON

BREADED SHRIMP ..tb.$289

REELFOOT

or 16 OZ.

DINNER
FRANKS

SEA TREASURES

$179

WITH ONE FILLED CASH
DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE

$249

160z.

cZ:›

Don't Forget To Play.

g BANKROLL

$200"

A
IG

A • I LB.

ARGARIINE

220Z.DISH

!GA

IGA • 24 OZ

IVORY
LIQUID

0 LB.
CHARCOAL

SANDWICH

99

IR
STAKES POLISH
IGA • 32 OZ.

PICKLES

roceries this

2 to the Worlds

1

BREAD

IGA • 303

FRUIT
LAWN 'N
LEAF BAGS COCKTAIL

99 119 69c

/
4 OZ
ARMOUR •51

POTTED
MEATS

2
Forej9
C

.Is os on Officio! Eng

•you visit our store.
sinner will receive a
products. and be au!ed in the Grand Prise

ob•ol Orem oroo /GA prorlomo, no n 1.1
40. wool.•memo or.11 bp do ...woo loo.
ao.o feefloch -1oOk
• rm..
•toomoonio

?GA LABELS a

ro wits.

f47,11

I1A ri

Jim Adams IGA
North side
10th and Chestnut
7 a.m.-10 p.m.
'Adams Southside
Closed Sunday /in
12th and Story
7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sundays
10 a.m.-7 p.m.

*ii*.. A MI r

100" NORTHSIDE
s 10000 SOUTHSIDE

139 ?0,89
IGA •S CT.

IT'S THE TOTAt
ON THE TARE
THAT COUNTS!

iic

You Must Have Your
Card Punched
To Be
Eli9ot:4e to Win!

THE

NEIGHBORHOOD
THE WARM CHEERY SMILE Al JIM ADAMS LETS
YOU KNOW YOU'RE AMONG NEIGHBORS OUR
STAFF EXTENDS A HELPING HAND WITH EACH
'HELLO' EVEN OUR STORES SEEM TO SNOLE AT
YOU WITH THEIR SPOTLESS FLOORS AND
CLEAN AISLES
WOULDN'T ifOU RATHER SHOP WHERE THE
SAVINGS COME ALL WRAPPED UP IN A
NICE WARM SMILE?

'JI
ADA
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i HEALTH

Best sellers announced

Too much weight lost
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D
DEAR DR LAMB
A
few months ago I lost a
large amount of unwanted
weight I'm 17 years old. 5
feet 11 and went from 205 to
my present weight of 124
pounds inin about two-and-alIndm
simply by will
power and lots of exercise
The problem I have now is
loose flabby skin which
looks worse than the excess
weight did Of course, flabby
skin is not a health hazart
but it looks bad
I feel as if I have accomplished nothing by losing all
that unhealthy weight I
guess if I had lost it through
a health program slowly
instead of all at once maybe
the loose skin would have
tightened as I lost
I'm still on a program of
daily exercise but that
doesn't seem to help Can
you give me some suggestions in what can tighten it
up' Will sit-ups help' What

C

about a body belt'
DEAR READER -- What
a mistake Most young men
do not want to be too skinny
At your height you are
grossly underweight Skin is
stuffed with your body and
that includes muscles, not
Just fat Your dietary and
exercise program must have
caused you to lose about a
paled of tissue a day You
probably lost about 10
pounds of water leaving
about 70 pounds in 10 weeks.
Notice I said tissue, not
Just fat. With that rapid
weight loss, even though you
exercised, you must have
used both muscle tissue and
fat tissue for energy That is
dangerous
Exercise usually helps to
prevent loss of muscle while
you are dieting but if you
overdo both your diet and
exercise you must have calories to run your body, and
part of them will come from

using your muscle tissue for
energy
Your exercise program
will not restore your muscles 11 you remain on a diet
that doesn't provide enough
calories to free up the protein you're eating to grow
muscle tissue Anytime a
person fails to consume
enough calories the protein
in the diet will be used for
calories of energy rather
than building body proteir
such as muscle protein You
can develop a protein deficiency that way
My suggestion is simple
Get back on a decent bal
anced diet that enables you
to gain muscle mass from
your exercise And you need
to read The Health Letter
number 16-2. Dangerous
Dieting, which I am sending
you Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to

me, in care of this newspaper, P0 Box 1551, Radio
City Station. New York NY
10019
DEAR DR IAMB - My
greetings of peace I am
writing on behalf of -A
Hight for Health" and we
would like to know what
effects artificial air (air
conditioners) have on the
human body over a period of
time, when the body is surrounded 24 hours a day without proper ventilation

DEAR READER —
Before buildings and houses
began being -sealed- to conserve energy there was
enough "leakage" of air to
be sure in most instances
that there was adequate
ventilation, in terms of supplying oxygen and eliminating pollutants that build up
Now there is an increase of
environmental hazards
inside buildings
Just cooling air will not be

Current best sellers for
the week of July 11 have
been released by Time
magazine as follows:
FICTION
1. "The Parsifal
Mosaic" by Robert
Ludlum.
2. "The Man From St.
Petersburg" by Ken
Follett.
3. -Cinnamon Skin" by

harmful if there are no pollutants unless a person has
cold sensitivity reactions
But fungus-type organisms
can grow in air conditioners
That includes car air conditioners And they grow in
humidifiers, particularly
central ones that contain
warm air These can be
inhaled and cause a form of
pneumonia and other respiratory symptoms

John D. MacDonald.
4. "North and South"
by John Jakes.
5. "The Prodigal
Daughter" by Jeffrey Archer,
NONFICTION
1. "A Few Minutes With
Andy Rooney" by Andrew A. Rooney.
2. "The Umpire Strtlts
Back" by Ron Luciano.

3. "Richard Simmons'
Never -Say -Diet
Cookbook" by Richard
Simmons.
4. "Living, Loving, and
Learning" by Leo
Buscaglia.
5. "Jane Fonda's
Workout Book" by Jane
Fonda.
i Courtesy of Time, the
weekly newsmagazine

Ainley, Hina attend principals' workshop
sponsored by Western's
Department of Educational Leadership and
Kentucky Association of
Secondary School Principals, who shared information relating to
their jobs, according to
Dr. Claude Frady, who
coordinated activities
The workshop was co- from Western

BOWLING GREEN ---,
Administrators from
Kentucky High Schools
recently attended the 13th
Annual Summer
Workshop for Secondary
School Principals at
Western Kentucky
University.

Topics included inschool communications,
conducted by Frank
Lyons, principal of
Walton -Verona High
School, school climates,
conducted by David
Baird, principal of
Eminence High School,
and supervision, conducted by Dr. Jim

Sale Dates:
July 14 - July 17

516 Main
8:30-6:00
Mon.-Sat.

Jackson, principal of
Paducah-Tilghman High
School,
Area administrators
who participated in the
workshop are: Jerry
Ainley, Calloway County
High School, and Jallin
Hine, Murray Middle
School,

You
Always
Get 2
Sets of
Plleollitafimithimg Prints
QUi;:7
):jLU
Ut:
,

o liforsgs
fey arta

Closed on Sundays

Voter

Tom's
Hot Flavored Fries

Your Choice

• 4,
4 oz bag

Reg. 746

Lima 4 each

90

Tom's
Bugles Corn Snacks
• 4 oz bag

Northern
Bathroom Tissue

Freeze-N-Eat Pops
• 18 count
• Assorted flavors
Reg 796

• 4-roll pack
• Assorted colors
Limit 4

59099c

#tit
MIEN

Kool-Aid

A5505110 FLAVORS

Brawny Paper Towels

• Makes 2 quarts
• Pre-sweetened
• Assorted flavors

• Thick and absorbent
• Assorted colors

Reg. 626

Reg. 69c

Limit 4 each

490590

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

ig-Lo
Air Conditioner Freon

Quaker State
Motor Oil

STP Oil Treatment

• 14 oz
• For efficient summer
cooling
Reg 34.:

Reg. 1.09

• 15 oz. in easy pour can
• Fights motor oil breakdown
and thinning

Limit 6 isa.:h

Reg 1 39

• SOW high detergent

Limit 2

Row KR

Limit 5 quarts

890
BuffERIN
• 3 speed
• Adjustable neck angle
• Energy saver'
Reg 27 96

Bufferin
• 130 tablets

• 60 75 or 100 watts

• Twice as fast as aspirin

Vitalis
Vitak
• 7 fl oz

oz

• Regular or
fresh scent

27

Reg 279

219

Ultra Ban Roll-On
/
2 oz
• 21
• Regular or
fresh scent
Flin 2.27

50 capsules

Your Choice

Ban
Roll-On

Flip 239

inz"-

1/

Extra Strength Bufferin
• 60 tablets or

Reg 268

2/100

•1
:
c
11111111
- 411;1017:-

Limit 4 packages

Limit 2

• 1 , oz
• Regular scent

Reg 165

limit 2

39

I.tra S

c

1

dri

Lxceu
NEEEEina
zo

ANI4GESIC T894.1ITS

• 2 bulbs per package

Rog 76e

23
9°

169

*

Sylvania
Soft White Bulbs

12" Oscillating Fan

• Makes hair
more manageable
and healthy - looking

EXTRA STRENGTM

••sut S

Extra Strength Excedrin
• 100 tablets
• 24 capsules
Reg. 3.19

Reg I 97

69 1159
2

11.1mil
ultra
ban

• 2 oz
• Floral Citrus Fresh Scent
Herbal or Unscented

11/M11111

Reg 1 as

Tickle Roll-On Deodorant

Limit 2 *Itch

FRED'S...Malting It Eassy'To Sava' =

